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This thesis analyzes the production of overt and null pronouns and verbal agreement 
morphology in heritage speakers of Tigrinya. I demonstrate that in spontaneous speech heritage 
speakers produce more overt pronouns where not pragmatically required than a native speaker, 
which aligns with the existing literature. I argue from the elicited data that heritage speakers use 
more unexpected subject and object agreement morphology than a native speaker, which also 
aligns with the existing literature. The spontaneous speech data does not support a strong 
conclusion about heritage agreement morphology due to the freedom in agreement for nouns 
with unstable gender in Tigrinya. In addition, based on this freedom of agreement and resulting 
mismatch in phi-features by object agreement markers and their referents, I argue that these 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GOALS, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESES 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the difference between heritage and native 
speaker use of pro-drop and verbal agreement morphology in Tigrinya, an Ethio-Semitic 
language primarily spoken in Eritrea and Ethiopia. Because Tigrinya is underdocumented, there 
are no existing descriptions of the syntax of heritage speakers of Tigrinya. The existing literature 
describing its heritage speakers is limited to sociolinguistic analyses. Most studies of heritage 
language are also focused on languages with very large speaker populations, such as Chinese and 
Spanish, so there is somewhat limited study of minority heritage languages. Furthermore, the 
studies of pro-drop in heritage language have been primarily about subject drop. Because 
Tigrinya uses both subject and object drop, this study will add to the literature on heritage 
linguistics in this regard as well. Similarly, there are very few studies analyzing object agreement 
in heritage grammar, so this project will contribute in the understanding of agreement 
morphology in heritage language.  
This thesis aims to evaluate two research questions: 
1. How does Tigrinya heritage speaker production of overt pronouns compare with that of 
native speakers? 
2. How does Tigrinya heritage speaker use of subject and object agreement morphology 
compare with that of native speakers? 
Based on prior studies of heritage speakers of languages with pro-drop and with subject 
and object agreement morphology, I hypothesize that heritage speakers will produce more overt 
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pronouns, both subject and object, than native speakers and that they will use more unexpected 
or non-native agreement morphology, both subject and object agreement, than native speakers. 
Additionally, I expect to find that heritage speakers will use more unexpected object agreement 
morphology than subject agreement morphology, in line with Bolonyai’s (2007) findings for 
Hungarian heritage speakers. 
 
1.2 BACKGROUND ON TIGRINYA 
1.2.1 Basic Information 
Tigrinya is a member of the modern Ethiopic branch of the Semitic language family 
(Kogan 1997). It serves as the native language of “approximately 7 million people in the Tigray 
region of Ethiopia, the highlands of Eritrea, and a large diasporic community” (Chesson and 
Ladd 2019). A map from Overfelt (2009) highlighting both primary regions where Tigrinya is 
spoken, the highlands of Eritrea and the Tigray region of Ethiopia, can be seen in figure 1.1 
below. In Eritrea specifically, Tigrinya is the recognized national language and the principal 
language of instruction (Kogan 1997). In Ethiopia, the language does not carry official status—
that distinction goes to Amharic. Still, Tigrinya is used in instruction, literature, and media in 
some capacities in Ethiopia (Kogan 1997). Due to the lack of offical status in Ethiopia, though, 




Fig. 1.1: Overfelt’s (2009, p. 8) Adapted Map of the Tigrinya-speaking Region from 
Ethnologue (2005)  
Traditionally, the Ethiopic branch of the Semitic language family has been divided into 
two major subgroups: North Ethio-Semitic and South Ethio-Semitic. In this traditional 
categorization, Ge’ez, Tigre, and Tigrinya were united under a common ancestor, North Ethio-
Semitic. Recent research has suggested, however, that the languages of the northern branch do 
not in fact have any shared innovations (Bulakh and Kogan 2010, 2013). While Ge’ez, Tigre, 
and Tigrinya do exhibit many similarities, these similarities are primarily shared retentions and 
areal features (Huehnergard and Pat-El 2019). Considering these updates to the Ethio-Semitic 
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family classification, a revised tree has been proposed by Huehnergard and Pat-El (2019), which 
can be seen below in figure 1.2. 
 
Fig. 1.2: Huehnergard and Pat-El’s Classification of Ethio-Semitic (2019, p. 3) 
 
1.2.2 Formal Properties 
Tigrinya is a synthetic SOV language that utilizes complex verbal morphology to 
communicate tense and aspect information (Kogan 1997). An example of a simple sentence with 
a transitive verb is glossed in (1) and its tree structure representation is in (2). 
(1)   ʔɨt-a sabʔiti tɨmtəmo sarix-a 
      that-fs woman lentils cook.GER-S3fs 







The nominal system of Tigrinya is mostly head final (Overfelt 2009). This is the usual 
view because, though the language uses prepositions as opposed to postpositions, all NP 
complements, adjectives, and relative clauses precede noun heads (Overfelt 2009). Indefinite 
nouns are not marked in any particular way, though the word for the numeral ‘1’ is often 
employed before an indefinite noun to act as an indefinite article (Kogan 1997). Definite nouns 
are marked by the use of the demonstrative determiners, for which the paradigm from Bulakh 
(2019) can been seen in figure 1.3. The short forms are the basic forms and the long forms are 
created by expanding the short form with 3rd person argument indices. The short forms of the 
distal demonstratives, specifically, are used as definite articles and will be the most relevant 
forms for this thesis (Bulakh 2019). The prefix [nɨ] marks accusative case on DPs, either on the 




Fig. 1.3: Paradigm of Tigrinya Demonstratives from Bulakh (2019, p. 181) 
 Tigrinya has two grammatical genders: masculine and feminine. For animate beings, 
gender is determined by biological sex. For non-human animate nouns that could refer to either 
female or male beings, such as basic animal labels like cow (as opposed to bull or heifer), and 
most inanimate nouns, however, gender is not stable. Many nouns, thus, allow agreement for 
either gender (Kogan 1997, Bulakh 2019). Kogan states that many nouns can “agree as 
masculine or feminine indiscriminately even in the same sentence” (1997, p. 431). 
Tigrinya has both nominative and accusative pronoun forms in a system that 
morphologically marks person, number, and gender. The full paradigm, from Kifle (2011), can 
be seen in table 1.1 below. Note that phonemically the 3ms accusative pronoun is [nɨʔaʔu], but it 
is often phonetically produced as [nɨʔuʔu], which is how I will transcribe it in the data used in 




Table 1.1 Nominative and Accusative Pronouns in Tigrinya (Kifle 2011, p. 24) 
 
1.2.3 Focal Properties for This Thesis 
As mentioned in section 1.1, the primary research questions of this thesis focus on the use 
of pro-drop and verbal agreement morphology of heritage speakers of Tigrinya. These properties 
of Tigrinya will be described in the following subsections. 
 
Pro-drop 
In the minimalist program, null subjects and objects are licensed by verbs as the empty 
category pro (Adger 2003, Overfelt 2009). Camacho (2013) describes these null pronouns as 
“morphologically recoverable by a bundle of φ-features that include person, number and gender” 
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(2013, p. 114). According to Camacho, a language’s “inflectional richness (defined in terms of 
morphological structure) will determine whether [it] has or lacks” null pronouns (Camacho 2013, 
p. 8). That is, only languages with “morphologically uniform inflectional paradigms” (Camacho 
2013, p. 32) have pro-drop, whether that uniformity is in a very rich inflectional paradigm like 
Tigrinya’s or very poor like in Chinese (Camacho 2013, Jaeggli and Safir 1989). Languages like 
Chinese with no inflectional morphology are discourse-conditioned and pro-drop is licensed 
through topics, rather than agreement (Camacho 2013, Sigurðsson 2011). Thus, in the case of 
Tigrinya, its use of uniformly rich verbal agreement morphology for both subjects and objects 
licenses pro-drop. Tigrinya allows both null pronominal subjects and objects, and both 
arguments of a two-place predicate can be null (Overfelt 2009).  
The conditions under which pronouns are overt in Tigrinya align with those of other pro-
drop languages (Overfelt 2009). Mainly, overt pronominal subjects and objects are required only 
when they are contrastive or being emphasized. This pragmatic condition creates a situation in 
which “dropping the pronoun is more the norm than the exception” (Albirini et al., 2011, 283). 
See an example of emphatic overt subject pronoun use in (3) for the target sentence ‘I didn’t 
invite her, HE invited her’. 
(3) ʔaj-adəm-ku-wwa-n, nɨssu ʔɨjju ʔadim-u-wwa 
 NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3fs-NEG PRO.3ms COP3ms invite.GER-S3ms-O3fs 
“I didn’t invite her, HE invited her” 
(27Sep19TigrBasicPros.wav) 
As seen in (3), emphatic overt subject pronouns are often in cleft constructions. The same 
is true for emphatic overt object pronouns. For the target ‘I didn’t invite him, I invited HER,’ a 




(4) nɨʔ-aʔa ʔɨjja ʕadim-ə-jja 
 ACC-PRO.3fs COP3fs invite.GER-S1s-O3fs 
“I invited HER” or “It’s HER whom I invited” 
(13Feb20_NSsentences.wav) 
 
Verb Agreement Morphology 
As mentioned above, Tigrinya is an SOV language with a head-final nominal system. Its 
verbal system is also head-final. Like other Semitic languages, tense and aspect information is 
communicated through vowel changes within the triconsonantal verb root (Kogan 1997, Overfelt 
2009). The morphemes that are the focus of this study are the subject and object agreement 
morphemes, which are suffixed on the verb root. The subject agreement morpheme is always 
obligatory and is attached immediately to the right of the verb root. The object agreement 
morpheme is attached to the right of the subject agreement morpheme (Kogan 1997, Overfelt 
2009). Object agreement marking is obligatory for definite determiner phrases (DPs), including 
pronouns (Overfelt 2009, 2019). An example demonstrating the combination of morphemes 
comprising Tigrinya verbs can be seen in (5).  
 
(5) 
(Overfelt, 2009, p. 9) 
Tigrinya also uses the circumfix ʔaj-ROOT-n around verbs to mark negation (Kogan 




(6)  ʔaj-ʕadəm-ku-wwo-n 
      NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG 
       “I didn’t invite him” 
(13Feb20_NSsentences.wav) 
Tigrinya has three types of verbs, commonly called A, B, and C, which will be defined 
later, and three basic tenses. The three tenses are perfective, gerundive, and imperfective. They 
vary in their patterns of vowel infixation to the triconsonantal root, which conveys the tense 
information, and their subject agreement paradigms. There are imperative and infinitive forms as 
well as passive (prefixed tə- for perfective and gerundive and changes to the vocalic and 
gemination patterns for the imperfective), causative (prefixed ʔa- for perfective and gerundive 
and changes to the vocalic and gemination patterns for the imperfective), frequentative, and 
reciprocal variations of the main tense conjugations. The paradigms for these tenses will be 
presented below for the regular type A verb [nəgərə] ‘to say.’ 
The perfective tense, formed by the insertion of [ə] between the radicals of the root for 
type A verbs, usually signifies the past but may be used to signify the present in stative verbs. 
Subject agreement is shown by suffixed morphemes after the perfective base nəgər- in the 
paradigm in table 1.2. 
 
Table 1.2 – Perfective Conjugation from Bulakh (2019, p. 187) 
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The gerundive tense, formed by the insertion of [ə] between the first two radicals and [i] 
between the second two radicals for type A verbs, denotes past when used independently of other 
verbs. It may also be used following another verb in the perfective or imperfective to signify 
simultaneous or anterior actions. As with the perfective, the subject agreement morphemes for 
this conjugation attach to the right of the gerundive base nəgir- and can be seen in table 1.3. 
 
Table 1.3 – Gerundive Conjugation from Bulakh (2019, p. 187) 
The imperfective signifies the present and is often preceded by the goal morpheme kɨ- 
and followed by an auxiliary verb to “express various modal and aspectual relations” (Kogan 
1997, p. 438). All uses of the imperfective in the data to be analyzed in this thesis are in this kind 
of phrasal verb construction and denote modalities like aim or wish, which are conveyed in the 
glossing with verbs like “planning” or “thinking.” The conjugation of the imperfective tense does 
not follow the pattern of vowel infixation to the root plus a concatenative subject agreement 
morpheme like the other tenses, and therefore does not have a clear base for subject agreement 
markers (SMs) or a straightforward paradigm of SMs. The object agreement markers (OMs), for 
which a paradigm will be presented later in this section, are suffixed to the forms after they 




Table 1.4 – Imperfective Conjugation from Bulakh (2019, p. 187) 
As mentioned, these conjugations are for type A verbs. The other types, B and C, differ in 
the vocalic and gemination patterns in the root. All type B verbs geminate the medial consonant 
in all three conjugations, while all type C verbs replace the first [ə] in the vocalic pattern of all 
three conjugations with [a]. An example of a 3ms perfective type B verb is [bəddələ] ‘to hurt’ 
and an example of the same form for a perfective type C verb is [barəxə] ‘to bless’ (Berhane 
1991, Kogan 1997). While these verb type patterns occur in all the conjugations, they only affect 
the vocalic infixation and phonological shape of the verb root. Verb types do not have any 
semantic correlation and do not affect the conjugation’s SMs. 
Though subject agreement marking is always obligatory, object agreement marking is 
only obligatory for definite DP themes, including pronouns (Overfelt 2009, 2019). This can 
cause some confusion because the accusative marker prefix [n]/[nɨ] is phonetically identical to 
the preposition meaning to. The sentences glossed in (7) and (8) below illustrate this. While both 
use the word [nɨta], only (7) uses object agreement because [nɨta məkkina] is actually a 
prepositional phrase in (8). 
(7) zɨxonə səb n-ɨt-a tʃ’əru kab-finistra ʔalgis-u-wwa 
 some person ACC-that-fs bird from-window remove.GER-S3ms-O3fs 

















 “The cat was also signaling to the car that had left already” 
(13Feb20_NSspontaneous.wav) 
 As discussed in section 1.2.2, Tigrinya has grammatical genders of masculine and 
feminine, but gender is unstable for most nouns. Because of this, many nouns allow agreement 
for either gender and can even agree indiscriminately as either gender within the same sentence 
(Kogan 1997, Bulakh 2019). 
 A partial paradigm of the OMs for the gerundive conjugation is in table 1.5 below. The 
shape of object agreement markers is conditioned by features of both the object argument and the 
subject. Bulakh states that the variation in the object marker according to the subject marker is 
primarily a matter of morphophonological adaptation (2019). The additional table 1.6, based on 
data from elicitations for this thesis, provides some modifications including the 
morphophonological adaptation described by Bulakh (2019) and further OMs that are of 




Table 1.5 – Object Agreement in the Gerundive (Leslau, 2008) from Overfelt (2009, p. 74) 
 
Table 1.6 – Object Agreement in the Gerundive, Continued 
Object Subject OM 
3ms 3ms -wwo 
3fs -tto 
3fs 3ms -wwa 
3fs -tta 
The understanding of the OM as such has recently come into question. Kramer (2014) 
posits that the traditional view of this morpheme as an OM in Amharic is incorrect and that it is 
actually a doubled clitic. The Tigrinya object agreement morpheme, however, does not follow 
the same distributions as the corresponding morpheme does in Amharic and does not co-refer to 
the object, as a doubled clitic should (Yuan 2019). This will be further demonstrated with the 
spontaneous data.  
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1.3 BACKGROUND ON HERITAGE LANGUAGE 
In addition to the background information on Tigrinya, I will now walk through some key 
terminology around heritage language and the properties of pro-drop and verbal agreement 
morphology in heritage grammars according to the existing literature. 
Heritage speakers can be defined broadly as those with a cultural or family connection to 
a language (Cummins 2005, Fishman 2001). In this broad definition, though, bilingualism is not 
presupposed. While bilingualism is certainly possible for heritage speakers according to this 
definition, its focus is more on a “cultural and ancestral association with a given language” 
(Polinsky 2011a). For linguistic study, however, bilingualism in the cultural language is 
obviously important. The narrower definition adopted by most linguistics establishes that these 
speakers are early bilinguals whose dominant language, generally the language of their host 
country, is not their home or first language (L1) and whose L1 acquisition is cut short or 
inhibited by this dominant language (Benmamoun et al. 2013, Polinsky 2011b, Valdés 2000, 
Polinsky 2018). A heritage speaker’s L1 is generally replaced by the dominant language of their 
society before the L1 is fully acquired and, consequentially, these speakers tend to “feel more at 
ease in the dominant language of their society” than their L1 (Polinsky 2011a).  
When considering a population like this, it is also important to remember that there is a 
large amount of variation between these speakers and that the nature of this bilingualism is 
inherently imbalanced in favor of the dominant language (Polinsky and Scontras 2019, 2020). 
Because this population is so diverse, it can be difficult to establish a truly unambiguous 
definition of these speakers (Kupisch and Rothman 2018, Polinsky and Scontras 2019, 2020). 
Though heritage speakers are also often considered a subset of native speakers, the term “native 
speaker” is still commonly used to label non-heritage native speakers who serve as the baseline 
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of comparison in many heritage speaker studies for the sake of simplicity (Kupisch and Rothman 
2018). The term native speaker is used in this way to refer to non-heritage native speakers in this 
thesis. 
The term heritage language, then, refers to the mental grammar of heritage speakers. A 
helpful and frequently-cited definition of heritage language is below: 
A language qualifies as a heritage language if it is a language spoken at home or 
otherwise readily available to young children, and crucially this language is not a 
dominant language of the larger (national) society... [A]n individual qualifies as a 
heritage speaker if and only if he or she has some command of the heritage language 
acquired naturalistically... although it is equally expected that such competence will differ 
from that of native monolinguals of comparable age. (Rothman 2009, p. 156) 
Heritage languages “are characterized by a coherent grammar, which means that their 
grammatical systems should be described and modeled in a systematic manner” (Polinsky and 
Scontras 2020, p. 1). Analyzing the mental grammars of heritage speakers, then, provides insight 
into the changes of a linguistic system when its acquisition is disrupted (Polinsky and Scontras 
2019). 
The experience of heritage speakers critically contrasts with second language (L2) 
learners, who begin acquiring another language in addition to their L1 and for whom the L2 
language does not necessarily become a predominant means of communication such that it 
impedes mastery of their L1. Heritage speakers are, thus, commonly second-generation 
immigrants who are raised in bilingual environments, though first-generation immigrants may be 
considered heritage speakers depending on their age at migration. The development of a heritage 
grammar may occur in a variety of other situations as well. 
Other speakers may, of course, experience attrition of their L1, but that is not the same as 
the development of a heritage grammar. When speakers have spent most of their life, particularly 
until puberty, with their L1 as the dominant language of their society, they are generally not 
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considered heritage speakers even if they relocate to a society with another dominant language. 
While these speakers often experience some attrition of their L1 when they move to a place with 
a new dominant language, this attrition is different from the development of heritage language 
(Benmamoun et al. 2013) and this attrition can even look different between speakers depending 
on their age at the time of immigration (Pavlenko and Malt 2011). Native speakers (again, read: 
non-heritage native speakers) are, thus, those who spent extended time or enough time for 
complete acquisition with their L1 as a dominant language. 
The terms ‘heritage speaker’ and ‘heritage language’ have been developed very recently 
and are still somewhat limited in scope, primarily being used in North America. Other areas of 
the world use ‘minority speaker’ and ‘minority language’ in their stead (Benmamoun et al. 
2013). Naturally, these speakers and their grammars have been of interest to linguistics before 
the advent of this terminology. Previous work calls them attrited speakers of their L1 or 
describes an “incomplete bilingual L1 acquisition” (Bolonyai 2007). Using the terms heritage 
language/speaker is helpful in describing these grammars as differently acquired rather than 
simply attrited. 
 
1.3.1 Pro-drop in Heritage Language 
Studies of heritage speakers of languages with pro-drop find that this feature is often lost 
or used more limitedly and heritage speakers use more overt pronouns in contexts where native 
speakers use null pronouns (Benmamoun et al. 2010). The majority of studies on pro-drop in 
heritage languages involve languages that only have subject drop, including Spanish, Arabic, 
Polish, and Tamil. The few heritage languages studied with both subject and object drop, such as 
Kabardian and Hungarian, show similarities in that heritage speakers use more overt pronouns 
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for both subjects and objects than native speakers do (Polinsky 1997, Benmamoun et al. 2013). 
In fact, some heritage speakers judge as ungrammatical sentences in their language using pro-
drop that native speakers judge to be grammatical (Polinsky 1997).  
Due to the unique experiences of the heritage speakers in this study, to be discussed in 
chapter 2, it may also be helpful to consider findings on pro-drop in attrited speakers. The results 
from studies of pro-drop in L1 attrited speakers actually have quite similar results to those on 
heritage speakers. Attrited speakers have been found to overuse overt pronouns in contexts 
where native speakers would use null pronouns (Schmid 2011). The resulting system in the 
attrited grammar is not a wholesale shift, transferring from the dominant L2 system or loss of the 
feature entirely, but a bit of a compromise between the L1 and L2 systems where the attrited 
speaker uses null pronouns but not in the same distributions as a native speaker would (Schmid 
2011).  
For both heritage and attrited speakers, then, the pragmatic contexts of pro-drop 
commonly become limited but are rarely entirely lost. 
 
1.3.2 Verb Agreement Morphology in Heritage Language 
Studies comparing heritage speaker morphology with native speaker morphology find 
some likelihood of general errors as well as an interesting division in the likelihood of errors 
based on lexical category. In comparison with native speakers, heritage speakers tend to have 
relatively few deficits in verbal morphology but many in nominal morphology (Benmamoun et 
al. 2013). Though previous work has found that heritage speakers were “highly susceptible to 
language attrition or loss” in gender and number agreement on both nouns and verbs, Albirini et 
al. found that heritage speakers of Arabic “demonstrated a nativelike command of subject-verb 
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agreement” (2011, p. 284). These asymmetric morphological deficits in heritage languages are 
supported by other studies of heritage speakers of Hungarian, Hindi, and Russian (Benmamoun 
et al. 2013). Thus, deficits in nominal morphology are likely to be “more pronounced and 
pervasive” than deficits in verbal morphology (Benmamoun et al., 2013, 142).  
While heritage speakers tend to make fewer errors in verbal morphology, those errors 
also show an interesting division: heritage speakers often make more mistakes in agreement, 
aspect, and mood than tense (Benmamoun et al. 2010). A relevant finding of Albirini et al. is that 
heritage speakers made fewer errors in subject-verb agreement when the subject was a pronoun, 
whether null or overt (2011). From this, the researchers deduced that the errors in subject-verb 
agreement morphology were likely a result of a lack of knowledge of gender and number 
features of nouns rather than a lack of knowledge of the agreement paradigms (Albirini et al. 
2011). Other studies of heritage languages find that object agreement is more subject to deficits 
than subject agreement (Benmamoun et al. 2013). Specifically, Bolonyai finds that heritage 
speakers of Hungarian made errors in object agreement 2.5% of the time but only 0.9% of the 
time in subject agreement (2007). A study by Fenyvesi found similar results (2000). 
 
 
1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
 Chapter 2 will detail the design of the experiment and methodology of this thesis. First, I 
will describe the three participants’ linguistic experience. Next, I will outline the two language 
production tasks. Finally, I will explain how the data were analyzed. 
 Chapter 3 will provide the primary findings about pro-drop in heritage speakers of 
Tigrinya. I will detail the findings in the elicited data, primarily of the percentages of null and 
overt pronouns used by each speaker in that task, and analyze and explain unanticipated results 
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and unexpected overt pronoun use. In the following section, I will walk through the same types 
of findings in the spontaneous speech. I will close with a summary of the main results 
concerning pro-drop in heritage Tigrinya. 
 Chapter 4 will describe the findings about verbal agreement morphology in the 
participants. Similar to chapter 3, I will provide the results found in the elicited data and then 
those found in the spontaneous data. I will then detail the evidence in the data collected for this 
thesis that shows object agreement morphemes in Tigrinya are truly agreement morphemes and 
not doubled clitics. 
Chapter 5 will describe my other findings from this data that were not directly tied to the 
focal areas of pro-drop and agreement morphology. First, I will analyze other measures of 
general proficiency to compare the speakers, including speech rate and preferred use of full DPs 
over pronouns. Next, I will propose a potential discourse marker that has not yet been 
documented in Tigrinya and provide a brief comparison of the use of discourse markers by these 
speakers. Finally, I will evaluate some productions of unexpected word order by one speaker and 
argue that these productions are the results of L2 transfer. 
In the sixth and final chapter, I will summarize the main findings and conclusions of this 
work. I will also discuss the implications of this thesis and potential directions for further 




CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the design of the experiment and methodology of this thesis. In 
light of the documented limitations in pro-drop and agreement morphology among heritage 
speakers, as described in section 1.3, and the use of subject and object drop and complex 
agreement morphology in Tigrinya, as described in section 1.2.3, let’s revisit my research 
questions: 
1. How does Tigrinya heritage speaker production of overt pronouns compare with that of 
native speakers? 
2. How does Tigrinya heritage speaker use of subject and object agreement morphology 
compare with that of native speakers? 
To address these questions, I intended to collect elicited and spontaneous speech data 
from two heritage speakers and two native speakers of Tigrinya that are bilingual in English. The 
speakers participated in two production tasks: the first was an elicitation based on sentences in 
English and the second was a collection of spontaneous speech as speakers recounted the events 
of short cartoon videos. The elicitation was designed so that I could control the pronouns used 
and the names that would provide a baseline, emphatic and contrastive situations that would 
require overt pronouns, and the potential for object agreement. The spontaneous speech task was 
intended to supplement the elicitation because, though it was less controlled, it provided a more 
naturalistic speech context. The task was intended to still allow plenty of opportunity for subject 
agreement and pro-drop, because there are relatively few characters in the videos, and some 
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opportunity for object agreement. Further detail about the task design will be given in sections 
2.3.1 and 2.3.2. 
In the rest of this chapter, I will describe the participants’ linguistic experience and 
outline the two language production tasks in detail. Finally, I will explain how the collected 
production data was analyzed. 
 
2.2 PARTICIPANTS 
Due to speaker availability in the area and changes in research processes during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the project only had three participants – one native speaker and two 
heritage speakers. Each of these speakers had very different linguistic experiences throughout 
their lives and will be described in detail in the following subsections, though all three are 
sequential bilinguals. A speech or hearing impairment was a disqualifying factor for all 
participants, and university-level study of Tigrinya was a disqualifying factor for heritage 
speakers. Participants were paid $15 per hour from departmental funds for the elicitations. 
Based on the definitions and descriptions provided in section 1.3, I characterized the two 
heritage speakers as such because of the evident asymmetric bilingualism in their sociolinguistic 
situation from a relatively young age (Polinsky and Scontras 2019, Rothman 2009). While many 
linguists focus their research on heritage speakers who transition to a new dominant language in 
earlier childhood, the speakers I worked with were just on the cusp of adolescence when English 
became their dominant language. Their ages, then, fell within or beyond the most commonly 
cited age ranges for linguistic maturation in terms of heritage speakers of 8 to 10 years and 10 to 
12 years (Montrul 2008, Benmamoun et al. 2013). However, several studies of age of onset of 
bilingualism still find differences between children in this range of 10 to 12 years and those that 
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are older for certain grammatical features (Pires and Rothman 2009, Yeni-Komshian et al. 2000, 
Bylund 2009a). In an analysis of a number of these types of studies, Bylund (2009b) finds a 
significant change in attrition susceptibility around age 12 and posits that age 12 is a better 
demarcation for the terminus of the maturation period. Considering Bylund’s (2009b) argument 
that the linguistic maturation period ends around age 12, the variety in the process of puberty, 
and the fact that the two speakers in question still clearly fit the basic description of “they are 
exposed to the family language since birth at home, but they also acquire and are educated” in 
another dominant language (Rothman 2009, p. 156-157), I chose to classify them as heritage 
speakers. 
 
2.2.1 Heritage Speaker 1 
The first speaker to participate in this study grew up in Eritrea, primarily speaking 
Tigrinya, and moved to North Carolina at the age of 12. They continue to use Tigrinya with 
family but have been in English-dominant education since their move. This speaker is now a 
university student at an English-dominant institution in North Carolina. While it is possible they 
fully acquired the language and any deviance in production is due to attrition rather than 
incomplete acquisition, considering my explanation above in the introduction of section 2.2, this 
speaker is still considered a heritage speaker (Bylund 2009b, Schmid 2011). From this point on 
in this thesis, this speaker will be referred to as HS 1. 
 
2.2.2 Heritage Speaker 2 
 The second heritage speaker of these participants is atypical in that their dominant 
language was not the primary language of their society. This speaker lived in Eritrea until the age 
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of 18, when they moved to the United States to study at an English-dominant university in North 
Carolina. Though this speaker lived in Eritrea into adulthood, their life was not Tigrinya-
dominant. This speaker began studying English in kindergarten and transitioned to all-English 
instruction in middle school, by age 11. From that point on, English was the dominant language 
for this speaker. At home, this speaker continued to use Tigrinya with their parents, but primarily 
used English with friends and classmates, as most of their peer community attended the same 
school. Despite living in a Tigrinya-dominant society until the age of 18, this speaker’s life was 
actually English-dominant from the age of 11. Because this speaker’s experience is atypical in 
many ways, it is difficult to say whether they fully acquired Tigrinya as an L1 and to claim that 
any differences in their production are exclusively a result of attrition, so, for the same reasons as 
HS 1 per the introduction to section 2.2, this speaker is considered a heritage speaker (Bylund 
2009b, Schmid 2011). From this point on in this thesis, this speaker will be referred to as HS 2. 
 
2.2.3 Native Speaker 
The native speaker participant grew up in Eritrea and moved to the United States as an 
adult, a little over two years after completing their master’s degree, around 17 years ago. This 
speaker primarily uses English in daily life but still speaks Tigrinya with family and members of 
their community. While it is likely this speaker has undergone some attrition due to their 
extended time in an English-dominant society, they had the longest life experience in a Tigrinya-
dominant society of all of the participants, did not transition to English-dominance until 
adulthood, and did not produce any unexpected or deviant speech in the features that were 
studied here. For this reason, they served as the basis for comparison for the other two 
participants and will be referred to as the NS going forward. 
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This speaker has also worked as a native speaker consultant for field methods courses on 
Tigrinya at UNC-CH and served as a consultant during analysis of the spontaneous data for this 
project. 
 
2.3 PRODUCTION TASKS AND METHODOLOGY 
 For these tasks, I met individually in person with each speaker and performed both tasks 
in one session in a quiet room. Audio recordings were made of each task. 
 
2.3.1 Elicited Data 
The sentences for the elicitation were crafted with four different transitive verbs in the 
same set of six frames. I chose the verbs invite, hit, call, and praise because they easily admit 
both a human subject and object. Before collecting the six sentences, I asked for the citation form 
of each verb. The English frames progress from including names for both the subject and object, 
to using a pronoun for one of these arguments at a time, then finally using pronouns for both 
arguments. This variation between names and pronouns for both the subject and object 
arguments was deliberate to create opportunities for pro-drop for subjects alone, objects alone, 
and both arguments together while also having a baseline of a name as the same argument for 
comparison. The exclusive use of names and pronouns implicitly referring to people was 
intentional as a way to ensure all these nouns were definite and thus require object agreement on 
all main verbs. The final two frames were designed to create contrasts between pronouns in each 
clause such that final clause of one frame would require an overt subject and the other frame 
would require an overt object in Tigrinya.  
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For this portion of data collection, I asked each speaker “How do you say X?” in English, 
reading one item from the list below for X. Speakers were also given a written list of the 
sentences elicited. The list is provided in table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 – Sentences for Elicitation 
Invite 1. Citation form 
2. Tesfay invited Daniel 
3. Tesfay invited him 
4. She invited Daniel 
5. She invited him 
6. I didn’t invite him, HE invited him 
7. I didn’t invite him, I invited HER 
Hit 8. Citation form 
9. Tesfay hit Daniel 
10. Tesfay hit him 
11. She hit Daniel 
12. She hit him 
13. I didn’t hit him, HE hit him 
14. I didn’t hit him, I hit HER 
Call 15. Citation form 
16. Tesfay called Daniel 
17. Tesfay called him 
18. She called Daniel 
19. She called him 
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20. I didn’t call him, HE called him 
21. I didn’t call him, I called HER 
Praise 22. Citation form 
23. Tesfay praised Daniel 
24. Tesfay praised him 
25. She praised Daniel 
26. She praised him 
27. I didn’t praise him, HE praised him 
28. I didn’t praise him, I praised HER 
 
2.3.2 Spontaneous Data 
During the collection of spontaneous speech, participants watched a short cartoon video 
then were asked to describe the events of the video in Tigrinya, one video at a time, for five 
video segments. The collection of spontaneous speech data was intended to ensure a natural 
speech context for observing both pro-drop and agreement morphology, though I anticipated 
there would be less use of OMs in this data because there would be fewer human objects due to 
the nature of the video content. The videos were played with sound, which primarily consisted of 
instrumental music and sound effects. There were a few statements of dialogue in the segments 
numbered 2 and 5 below where human characters are involved, and there are a few seconds of 
music with lyrics in segment number 3. Again, the speakers were asked simply to recount the 
events of the video, not translate dialogue when characters spoke. The segments watched were: 
1. 0:00-0:34 seconds of Tom & Jerry “Invisible Ink” (WB Kids, 2019) 
2. 0:26-1:08 seconds of Tom & Jerry “Baby Puss” (Valentayn, 2014) 
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3. 1:22-2:07 seconds of Tom & Jerry “Baby Puss” (Valentayn, 2014) 
4. 2:08-2:41 seconds of Tom & Jerry “Baby Puss” (Valentayn, 2014) 
5. 0:00-0:32 seconds of Looney Tunes “Saving Tweety Bird” (WB Kids, 2018) 
Though data were collected for five short videos, only one was analyzed for this study. 
Due to changes in research processes during the COVID-19 pandemic, the analysis process with 
the NS consultant had to occur remotely via telephone, which drastically slowed the progress of 
the project and led to the decision to only analyze one video’s descriptions.  
The Looney Tunes video segment of “Saving Tweety Bird” (WB Kids, 2018), segment 5 
mentioned above, was the video whose spontaneous descriptions were analyzed. In the video, 
Sylvester (a black and white cat) sees Tweety Bird (a small yellow bird) in a cage in the window 
of a tall building. Sylvester decides he wants to get Tweety, so he brings a ladder to climb up to 
get her. Just as he approaches the window, an unseen person removes Tweety’s cage from inside 
the building. A car, presumably driven by this unseen person, drives out of a garage below the 
window with Tweety in her cage visible in the back. Naturally, when the garage door opens for 
the car to leave, it breaks Sylvester’s ladder causing him to fall. As he lands on the ground, 
dizzy, Granny (an elderly woman) and Hector (a large gray dog) walk up to Sylvester to check 
on him and ask what happened to Tweety. The segment ends with Sylvester pointing toward the 
car as it drives away. 
 
2.3.3 Data Analysis 
 The elicited data were transcribed during the elicitation and then typed and glossed using 
word processing software. The spontaneous data were transcribed and glossed using word 
processing software from the recordings with the help of the NS consultant over the phone. All 
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of the typed and glossed transcriptions were then coded for the grammatical features of interest 
to the present study of pro-drop and verbal agreement morphology. The coding system focused 
on null and overt pronoun use, whether or not the overt pronouns used were expected or not for 
their context, and whether or not verbal agreement marking for both the subject and the object 





CHAPTER 3: PRO-DROP IN HERITAGE TIGRINYA 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 In this chapter, I will address the hypotheses presented in section 1.1 related to pro-drop. 
I will present an analysis of the results of my collected data, presenting the elicited data first and 
then the spontaneous data. With each analysis, I will explain how these data align with my 
hypotheses and previous data on heritage speaker use of pro-drop. 
 
3.2 ELICITED DATA 
As outlined in section 2.3.1, participants were asked to translate four verb citation forms 
and 24 sentences from English to Tigrinya. The sentences were crafted such that there was 
variation in use of names and pronouns, with each sentence using either zero pronouns and two 
names, one pronoun and one name, two pronouns, or two clauses with two pronouns each (four 
total pronouns). Though not all individual sentences provided equivalent opportunities for 
subject pronouns (SPs) and object pronouns (OPs), the total combined opportunities for SPs and 
OPs in all the elicited sentences were the same – 24 instances of each. The consultants provided 
multiple translations of some sentences, however, often with changes from overt to null 
pronouns. All elicited responses were included in the analysis, which is why the total number of 
pronouns used varies by participant but is always greater than 24.  
Overt pronouns are classified as expected or unexpected. Expected pronouns are those 
that conform to the paradigm in section 1.2.2. Unexpected pronouns are the opposite – they do 
not conform to the paradigm for their context and would likely be surprising and even considered 
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ungrammatical to a native speaker. The NS participant assisted in this analysis, as mentioned in 
section 2.3.3. Percentages are followed by a raw number (N) and are given for each classification 
of overt pronouns in the tables below.  
Of the 24 instances of SPs, only four were pragmatically obligatory for emphasis. In 
these four obligatory contexts (sentences 6, 13, 20, and 27), all participants used an overt SP. 
However, likely due to the nature of translation and that these sentences were not in normal, 
naturalistic speech contexts, the participants produced more overt pronouns than the four that 
were pragmatically required. As seen in table 3.1, the number of overt SPs is significantly higher 
than four for all speakers. All of the overt SPs produced were the expected pronouns for their 
contexts.  
Table 3.1 – Overt v. Null SPs in Elicited Data 
 Total SPs Overt SPs % expected (N) % unexpected (N) Null SPs % Overt 
HS 1 31 20 100 (20) 0 (0) 11 65 
HS 2 32 27 100 (27) 0 (0) 5 84 
NS 26 22 100 (22) 0 (0) 4 85 
  Of the 24 instances of OPs, only four were pragmatically obligatory for emphasis. In 
these four obligatory contexts (sentences 7, 14, 21, and 28), all participants used an overt OP. 
Still, the percentages in table 3.2 show that all participants used overt OPs beyond those four that 
were pragmatically required. Again, it is expected that this method of eliciting sentences led to 
the participants treating these as an exercise in translation, rather than natural speech. A word-
for-word translation approach to this elicitation would likely lead to the speakers using overt 
pronouns to retain equivalence between the English and Tigrinya versions of the sentences, when 




Table 3.2 – Overt v. Null OPs in Elicited Data 
 Total OPs Overt OPs % expected (N) % unexpected (N) Null OPs % Overt 
HS 1 30 7 57 (4) 43 (3) 23 23 
HS 2 31 16 100 (16) 0 (0) 14 56 
NS 26 6 100 (6) 0 (0) 20 23 
 Only HS 1 used unexpected OPs. Each of these three unexpected OPs were the use of the 
native-like SP [nɨssa] meaning ‘she’ in contexts where the native-like OP form [nɨʔaʔa] meaning 
‘her’ would be expected. These uses of the expected SP form as an OP occurred in sentences 7, 
14, and 21, which all follow the same basic structure of “I didn’t V him, I V’ed HER” with an 
emphatic obligatory overt OP in the second clause. For two of these sentences (7 and 14), HS 1 
provided a second translation of the target sentence that used the expected pronoun [nɨʔaʔa]. HS 
1 stated that these pronouns were interchangeable in this context and both meant ‘her’. Critically, 
this participant never treated these as interchangeable or used an unexpected form when the 
English target sentence included the pronoun ‘she’. This speaker’s grammar has leveled part of 
the pronoun paradigm, allowing the use of the 3fs SP in 3fs OP contexts. This leveling does not 
work in the reverse, however: the speaker never allows the use of the accusative form in 
nominative contexts. To determine the cause of this, I elicited a bare DP pronoun in an elliptical 
utterance (a reply to a question) during data analysis with the NS to determine Tigrinya’s default 
case (Schütze 2001). I asked whether the NS would use nɨssu or nɨʔuʔu in response to the 
question “Who went to the store today?” if the answer was their brother, to which they replied 
nɨssu. Because there are no verbs to assign case, the fact that the nominative form is produced in 
this contexts shows that these forms are the default, which easily accounts for HS 1’s leveling in 
this direction (Schütze 2001). It is expected to see the default case extended to use in other 
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contexts rather than the reverse. This kind of overgeneralization of case has been noted in 
heritage speakers of Hindi as well (Montrul et al. 2012). 
 For the third unexpected OP use, in sentence 21, HS 1 firmly stated that [nɨssa] and 
[nɨʔaʔa] were not interchangeable and that only [nɨssa] was acceptable. The target for sentence 
21 was ‘I didn’t call him, I called HER’, but HS 1 actually produced ‘I didn’t call him, SHE 
called him’, glossed below in (9). 
(9) ʔane ʔaj-dəwwəl-ku-lu-n nɨssa dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
  PRO.1s NEG-call.PER-S1s-ApplO3ms-NEG PRO.3fs call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 
 “I didn’t call him, SHE called him” 
(22Jan20_HS1sentences.wav) 
HS 1’s claim that it would be unacceptable to use [nɨʔaʔa] in this context is perfectly 
reasonable when the agreement markers on the verbs are considered. Because ‘call’ is conjugated 
with the 3fs SM, [nɨssa] is the only grammatical pronoun option. This further exemplifies their 
unidirectional leveling: HS 1 never considered the two pronouns in question as interchangeable 
in the subject context and has only extended the nominative form to the accusative context. 
Because this was the last instance in which HS 1 used [nɨssa] when the target sentence contained 
‘her’ and they did not offer an alternate translation as they did in the previous instances, I 
specifically asked if [nɨʔaʔa] would be acceptable here to which HS 1 said no. While this 
production could also be the result of an alternate parsing, the similarity in the extension of 
[nɨssa] to accusative target contexts seen in sentences 7 and 14 led me to classify this as an 
unexpected use of this overt pronoun in table 3.2. 
HS 2 also used object pronouns in sentence 7 that were not consistent with the target, but 
these did seem to be a result of alternate parsing. The verb agreement for the overt pronouns used 
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is native-like in this production, so it appears that the speaker mistranslated the sentence rather 
than used unexpected object pronouns. These were thus considered expected in table 3.2. The 
target of this sentence was ‘I didn’t invite him, I invited HER’, but HS 2 produced ‘I invited 
HIM, I didn’t invite her’, glossed below in (10). A mistranslation in a task like this provides 
some evidence that this speaker was not operating in a discourse context. 









“I invited HIM, I didn’t invite her” 
(14Feb20_HS2sentences.wav) 
Even through all participants produced more overt pronouns than pragmatically required, 
again likely as a result of approaching the task as translation, they also showed some restraint in 
the amount of overt pronouns used by not producing every pronoun overtly. So, while the 
participants did not fully adhere to native-like pragmatics of null pronoun use in Tigrinya, they 
also did not completely abandon the use of pro-drop, similar to what is described of heritage and 
attrited speaker use of pro-drop in the introduction—limited but not lost.  
Of the 28 elicitations, 12 included both a subject and object pronoun in the English 
version and eight of those included two clauses each with two pronouns, for a total of 20 clauses 
containing two pronouns. Yet, in these 20 clauses, the participants showed a strong preference 






Table 3.3 – Instances of Both an Overt SP and an Overt OP in 
the Same Sentence 
 Number of Instances Percentage of English 
Clauses Containing Two 
Pronouns 
HS 1 0 0% 
HS 2 2 10% 
NS 2 10% 
This preference against using two overt pronouns in the same sentence and these low 
percentages in table 3.3 seem out of line with the overall use and percentages of overt pronouns 
in the elicited data, as seen in tables 3.1 and 3.2. However, when considering the contexts where 
overt pronouns are required—emphasis and contrast—it would be rare (if not practically unheard 
of) for both pronouns in a two place predicate to be emphasized or contrastive in conversational 
speech. It is likely, then, that two overt pronouns very rarely occur in the same sentence in 
naturalistic speech in Tigrinya. While the use of one overt pronoun might be pragmatically 
debatable, the use of two overt pronouns in the same clause is essentially guaranteed to be 
pragmatically ungrammatical in Tigrinya. Based on this, the preference these speakers showed 
against using two overt pronouns in the same clause, evidenced by the low percentages in table 
3.3, seems perfectly reasonable. Because the use of two overt pronouns in a clause is 
ungrammatical in most situations, then, it is understandable that this area of Tigrinya pro-drop 
pragmatics does not appear very limited, even in the elicited data where speakers didn’t appear to 
be operating in a naturalistic speech context. 
The two instances in which HS 2 produced both an overt SP and OP were one clause of 
sentences 7 and 14. The target for sentence 7 was ‘I didn’t invite him, I invited HER’, and the 
target for sentence 14 was ‘I didn’t hit him, I hit HER’. The two instances of a sentence 
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containing both an overt SP and OP by the NS were two versions of sentence 7, which are 
glossed below in (11) and (12). 







“I didn’t invite him, I invited HER” 
 









“I didn’t invite him, I invited HER” 
(13Feb20_NSsentences.wav) 
Importantly, between providing translations of elicitation sentences 13 and 14, the NS participant 
said they were being very technical in translation and would now focus on being more 
conversational. After this caveat, the NS never produced more than one overt pronoun per 
sentence. 
Additionally, there is a clear divide between SPs and OPs when the percentages of their 
overt use is compared, as seen in table 3.4 below. 
  Table 3.4 – Comparison of % Overt SPs and OPs in Elicited Data 
 SPs OPs 
 Total N Overt N % Overt Total N Overt N % Overt 
HS 1 31 20 65 30 7 23 
HS 2 32 27 84 31 16 56 
NS 26 22 85 26 6 23 
While the percentage of overt SPs ranges from 65% to 85%, the percentage of overt OPs is much 
lower, ranging from 23% to 56%. All participants seem to show a preference for overt SPs over 
overt OPs. Still, of course, they all produced overt OPs where they were obligatory. Though the 
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translational approach the speakers took to this task did likely influence the speakers’ increased 
production of overt pronouns, it cannot entirely explain the results in table 3.4 because all these 
English sentences contained the same number of opportunities for overt SPs and OPs. It is 
possible that a combination of the pragmatics of avoiding two overt pronouns and an 
understanding of subjects as more necessary, based on their role as an essential argument for all 
verbs whereas objects are optional or forbidden for some, led to the speakers preferring subjects 
over objects in choosing which pronoun to produce as overt. Further research could be done to 
see why this may have occurred and if this is the case in other Tigrinya speakers and in other 
heritage and attrited language to determine what may be the cause. 
The elicited data does not support my hypothesis or what has been found in other heritage 
and attrited languages. The percentages of overt pronoun use were not different in comparing the 
heritage speakers with the NS. Again, I expect that this is likely due to the word-for-word 
translation approach taken toward the task, as it was the same for all participants. This method of 
data collection did not adequately mirror naturalistic conversation and the pragmatic conditions 
of pro-drop were therefore not met. The alternate parsing by HS 2 in (10) and possible alternate 
parsing by HS 1 in (9) provide some evidence of this. Also of note is that the NS participant 
actually used the highest percentage of overt SPs in the elicited data. In addition to the less 
natural quality of this method, this NS’s previous work as consultant for a field methods course 
at UNC-CH, as mentioned in section 2.2.3, likely contributed to their very literal approach to this 
task. 
The other interesting result from this data is HS 1’s extension of the nominative form of 
the 3fs pronoun to accusative contexts. This speaker, however, never allows the use of the OP in 
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SP contexts. Leveling in this direction seems reasonable because the nominative form is the 
default in Tigrinya and has been observed in other heritage case systems (Montrul et al. 2012).  
 
3.3 SPONTANEOUS DATA 
 For the spontaneous data collection, participants described the events of short cartoon 
videos. Data were collected for five videos, but only the speech describing one of these was 
analyzed. Due to the nature of this task, each participant’s speech was a different length and each 
used a varying amount of pronouns. Overt pronouns are again further classified as expected or 
unexpected according to the same definitions detailed above. 
Table 3.5 – Overt v. Null SPs in Spontaneous Data 
 Total SPs Overt SPs % expected (N) % unexpected (N) Null SPs % Overt 
HS 1 9 0 -- -- 9 0 
HS 2 7 2 100 (2) 0 (0) 5 29 
NS 13 0 -- -- 13 0 
The percentages of overt SPs in the spontaneous speech is much lower than in the elicited 
speech. In fact, neither HS 1 nor the NS used any overt SPs in their story at all. These 
percentages are much more in line with what one would usually expect for a pro-drop language 
where “dropping the pronoun is more the norm than the exception” (Albirini et al., 2011, 283). 
HS 2 is the only participant to use any overt SPs and both instances occur in identical 
contexts, as the speaker repeated the same sentence twice with another sentence between each 
instance. These pronouns were also expected for their contexts because HS 2 uses the masculine 





(13) ʔaskala  geru tət’ək’im-u nɨlaʕɨli nɨ-(ɨ)t-a finistra wəsəd-ə 
 ladder with use.GER-S3ms up to-that-fs window take.PER-S3ms 




“I want to say…” 
 
məkkina garadʒ tə-xafitu 
car garage PASS-open.GER-S3ms 
“The garage for the car was opened” 
 
nɨssu xəʔa wərədə ʔɨjju 
PRO.3ms also fall.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
“He also fell” 
 
n-ɨt-a rəgəbɨt sarik’-om-a kid-om 
OBJ-that-fs dove steal.GER-S3mp-O3fs go.GER-S3mp 
“They stole the dove and they’re gone” 
 
nɨssu xəʔa wərədə ʔɨjju 
PRO.3ms also fall.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
“He also fell” 
(14Feb20_HS2spontaneous.wav) 
Neither instance of this overt SP appears to be pragmatically necessary. While also could 
contribute a contrastive value for introducing a shift in subject in the first instance, it is more 
likely that it is emphasizing the sentence he fell as a consequence of the garage opening, which 
caused ladder on which the cat was standing to break. Because the cat was the masculine null 
subject of the last complete active sentence—that is, not the false start [kɨbəl] or the passive 
sentence the garage for the car was opened, it is not a true shift in subject and, thus, likely 
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unnecessary for this SP to be overt. The repetition of the sentence he also fell would be the more 
plausible context for an overt SP since the preceding sentence had a different null subject. 
However, because it is a repetition, the entire sentence is pragmatically unnecessary and possibly 
the result of difficulty with utterance planning, which will be discussed further in section 5.2.1 
(Benmamoun et al. 2013). These productions by HS 2 are crucially being compared with those of 
a NS and another heritage speaker who did not use any overt SPs in their speech describing the 
same story, and both the NS and HS 1 actually spoke for longer periods of time (40 and 47 
seconds, respectively, versus 35 seconds by HS 2). Considering these factors, I expect that 
neither of these overt SPs are pragmatically required. 
As with the SPs, the percentage of overt OPs in the spontaneous speech is lower for most 
speakers when compared with the elicited data, which can be seen below in table 3.6. This, 
again, aligns more with the expected use of overt pronouns in a pro-drop language like Tigrinya.  
Table 3.6 – Overt v. Null OPs in Spontaneous Data 
 Total OPs Overt OPs % expected (N) % unexpected (N) Null OPs % Overt 
HS 1 3 1 0 (0) 100 (1) 2 33 
HS 2 0 0 -- -- 0 0 
NS 2 0 -- -- 2 0 
The general use of OPs was much lower in the spontaneous speech as well, with HS 2 not 
using any OPs at all. While the NS and HS 1 used a somewhat similar amount of total OPs, HS 1 
was the only speaker to use any overt OPs. The overt OP used by HS 1 was unexpected for its 





(14) ħɨdʒi ʔɨt-a məkkina xəʔa n-ɨt-a ʔaskala ʔaskala dəfiʔ-u-wwa 




 “Now the car pushed the ladder also” 
 
nɨʔ-uʔu mɨs-dəfəʔ-ə-wwo ʔɨt-i dumu wərəd-ə ʔɨjju 
ACC-PRO.3ms when-push.PER-
S3ms-O3ms 
that-ms cat fall.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
“When he/it (the car) pushed him/it (the ladder), the cat fell” 
(22Jan20_HS1spontaneous.wav) 
The overt OP [nɨʔuʔu] is masculine and refers back to the ladder, for which HS 1 used a 
feminine determiner [nɨta] in the previous sentence. Though unstable gender in Tigrinya means 
nouns may agree as either gender largely indiscriminately (Kogan 1997), pronouns are not as 
flexible and must match in phi-features (Yuan 2019, Baker and Kramer 2016). Thus, the 
masculine OP [nɨʔuʔu] is ungrammatical for the feminine referent [nɨta ʔaskala ʔaskala]. The NS 
participant was also consulted on this point and found this use of [nɨʔuʔu] confusing and 
ungrammatical. 
Furthermore, this overt OP does not seem to be pragmatically required. Considering the 
proximity to the referent in the story, the repetition of the verb, and the fact that the SP is null, it 
is unlikely that this OP needed to be overt. It is further unlikely that this pronoun might be overt 
for the sake of emphasis because of its location in a dependent introductory clause that is 
repeating previously introduced information. 
It is also important to note that none of the participants used two overt pronouns in the 
same sentence in the spontaneous speech. As in the elicited speech, the speakers showed a strong 
preference against producing both an overt SP and OP in the same sentence, which is likely due 
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to the fact that they more closely adhered to the usual pragmatics of pro-drop during this portion 
of data collection. 
My hypothesis was confirmed for the spontaneous data analyzed. While both HS 1 and 
HS 2 used very few overt pronouns and each only used one type, HS 1 used a single OP and HS 
2 repeated one SP twice, they were compared with a NS who used no overt pronouns of either 
form in their story. Thus, the spontaneous data does align with what has been seen in other 
heritage and attrited languages: these speakers use more overt pronouns than the NS. These 
results also support the idea that heritage and attrited speakers don’t entirely lose their L1 system 
of null pronouns, but it simply becomes more limited than in native speakers. 
 
3.4 SUMMARY 
 As discussed in section 1.3.1, use of null pronouns tends to be more limited in heritage 
and attrited speakers of languages with pro-drop than in native speakers of the same languages 
(Benmamoun et al. 2010, Schmid 2011). For many heritage and attrited speakers, the pragmatics 
of pro-drop is not entirely lost, but the pragmatic system does not develop as it does in native 
speakers or is affected by the pronominal system and pragmatics of the dominant L2. This leads 
to heritage and attrited speakers using more overt pronouns than native speakers in general while 
not exclusively using overt pronouns (Polinsky 1997, Benmamoun et al. 2013, Schmid 2011). 
Accordingly, I hypothesized that heritage speakers of Tigrinya would produce more overt SPs 
and OPs than native speakers.  
 The spontaneous data supported this hypothesis. While the use of pro-drop is clearly not 
lost in HS 1 or HS 2, it does appear to be limited as expected. They both used very few overt 
pronouns in the spontaneous data, but they still used more than the NS, who did not use any 
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overt pronouns at all. Because these two speakers used more overt pronouns than the NS, these 
results align with what has been seen in other heritage and attrited languages.  
 On the other hand, the elicited data did not support my hypothesis or align with previous 
findings on heritage and attrited languages. In this data, there were minimal differences between 
the percentages of three speakers’ use of overt pronouns. As discussed in section 3.2, I expect 
that this is due to the word-for-word translation approach taken toward this method of data 
collection, which did not adequately resemble naturalistic conversation and, thus, did not meet 
the pragmatic conditions of pro-drop. It is also clear that this approach to elicitation was 
problematic for this kind of analysis because the percentages of overt pronoun use were similar 
for all participants in the elicited data and these results were different in the spontaneous data. 
The stark contrast between the NS’s percentages of overt pronoun use in the elicited data 
compared with the spontaneous data illustrate this as well. While this speaker used no overt SPs 
or OPs in the spontaneous speech, they produced the highest percentage of overt SPs in the 
elicited data. It appears that the nature of this elicitation task, likely combined with the NS’s 




CHAPTER 4: VERB AGREEMENT MARKERS IN HERITAGE TIGRINYA 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, I will analyze the results of the collected speech and how they align with 
the hypotheses presented in section 1.1 about verb agreement morphology. I will present an 
analysis of the results of this study, first presenting the findings from the elicited data and then 
those from the spontaneous data. Finally, I will summarize how these data align with my 
hypotheses and previous data on heritage speakers’ verbal agreement morphology. 
 
4.2 ELICITED DATA 
As described in section 2.3.1, the speakers in this study were asked to translate four verb 
citation forms and 24 sentences from English to Tigrinya. Each sentence required at least one 
SM and one OM, with the last two sentence frames requiring two of each morpheme – one of 
each on the two main verbs. The total opportunities for each marker were, thus, the same – 32 
instances of each. The consultants provided multiple translations of some sentences, however, 
which is why the total number of markers used varies by participant.  
Like the overt pronouns discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3, these morphemes are classified 
as expected or unexpected. Expected forms are those that conform to the paradigms in 1.2.3. 
Unexpected forms are the opposite – they do not conform to the paradigms for their context and 
would likely be considered ungrammatical to a native speaker. Percentages are followed by a 
raw number (N) and are given for each classification of these morphemes in tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 
and 4.4.  
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The opportunities for subject agreement differ more widely between participants than 
those for object agreement. Both HS 2 and the NS used cleft constructions and therefore copulas 
(which do not take an OM) in sentences 6, 7, 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, and 28 and their repetitions. 
These constructions led to eight additional opportunities for subject agreement for these 
speakers. Another native speaker consulted during collection of pilot data to prepare for this 
study also exclusively used cleft constructions in similar sentences and said it was 
ungrammatical to leave them out. No participant omitted an obligatory SM. Table 4.1 shows the 
participants’ use of subject agreement morphemes. 
Table 4.1 – SMs in Elicited Data 
 Opportunities for SM % expected (N) % unexpected (N) 
HS 1 39  100 (39) 0 (0) 
HS 2 49 98 (48) 2 (1) 
NS 43 100 (43) 0 (0) 
The single instance of unexpected marking by HS 2 was in sentence 7. Interestingly, this 
is the same sentence described in section 3.2 where HS 2 produced an alternate parsing. The 
target of this sentence was ‘I didn’t invite him, I invited HER’, but they instead produced ‘I 
invited HIM, I didn’t invite her’, glossed below in (15). 
(15) ʔane nɨʔ-uʔu ʔɨjjə ʕadim-ə-jjo nɨʔ-aʔa ʔaj-ʕadəm-ku-wwa-n 






 “I invited HIM, I didn’t invite her” 
(14Feb20_HS2sentences.wav) 
The copula in the first clause of this sentence is conjugated for the sentence’s subject, 
which is not strikingly unexpected at first glance. However, every other use of cleft constructions 
with emphatic overt OPs by both HS 2 and the NS conjugate the copula for that emphatic overt 
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OP rather than the subject. Conjugating a copula to an emphatic overt OP conveys a meaning 
along the lines of “It is HIM, I invited him”, while the sentence in (15) more appropriately 
translates to “It is I, I invited him” and misplaces the emphasis. For this reason, it is an 
ungrammatical way to express the target meaning and the SM here was considered unexpected. 
 The number of uses of object agreement in the elicited data by each speaker are more 
similar to the original 32 opportunities and only deviate due to repetitions of the certain 
sentences by each speaker. No participant omitted an obligatory OM. Table 4.2 shows the 
participants’ use of object agreement morphemes. 
Table 4.2 – OMs in Elicited Data 
 Opportunities for OM % expected (N) % unexpected (N) 
HS 1 39 97 (38) 3 (1) 
HS 2 38 100 (38) 0 (0) 
NS 34 100 (34) 0 (0) 
The only unexpected OM was used by HS 1 in sentence 6, for which the target is “I 
didn’t invite him, HE invited him.” HS 1, however, produced “I didn’t invite him, HE invited 
me.” This production could be the result of an alternate parsing because HS 1 used the expected 
OM for 3ms with a 3ms subject 11 other times in the elicited data, but it is difficult to say since 
their use of an emphatic overt SP corresponds to the target sentence. The glossing of this 
sentence is in (16) below. 
(16) ʔane ʔaj-ʕadəm-ku-wwo-n nɨssu ʕadim-u-nni 
  PRO.1s NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG PRO.3ms invite.GER-S3ms-O1s 




These results align with the previous findings about agreement morphology in heritage 
and attrited speakers because both HS 1 and HS 2 used unexpected morphology more than the 
NS and both only did so for a small percentage of the sentences elicited. Their respective 2% 
unexpected SM rate and 3% unexpected OM rate are not far off from Bolonyai’s (2007) findings 
of 0.9% for subject agreement and 2.5% for object agreement, the findings of Abirini et al. 
(2011) of subject agreement error rates between 2.57% and 6.42%, and the finding of Montrul et 
al. (2012) that verbal agreement errors are under 7% in heritage speakers. Not much can be said 
for the hypothesis that the speakers would use higher rates of unexpected object agreement 
morphology than subject agreement morphology since the two speakers in question each used 
only one type of morphology in an unexpected way. 
 
4.3 SPONTANEOUS DATA 
As previously described, for the spontaneous data collection the speakers recounted the 
events of short cartoon videos, and, though data were collected for five videos, only the speech 
describing one was analyzed. Due to the nature of this data collection, each participant’s speech 
was a different length, which means they used varying amounts of sentences and, therefore, 
verbs and agreement markers. These morphemes are further classified as expected or unexpected 
according to the same definitions detailed above. 
There are many more opportunities for subject agreement than object agreement in 
spontaneous speech. This is not surprising, however. The elicited data were designed to require 
obligatory object agreement on all main verbs. Because subject agreement is obligatory on all 
verbs but obligatory object agreement depends on a sentence having an object in the first place 
and secondarily on that object’s definiteness, OMs are not as pervasive in natural speech and are 
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therefore less common than SMs in the spontaneous data. The results of participant use of SMs 
in the spontaneous data can be seen in table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 – SMs in Spontaneous Data 
 Total SM % expected (N) % unexpected (N) 
HS 1 21 95 (20)  5 (1) 
HS 2 13 100 (13) 0 (0) 
NS 30 100 (30) 0 (0) 
No participant omitted an obligatory SM in the analyzed spontaneous speech, similar to 
the results of both the SMs and OMs in the elicited data. There was only one use of an 
unexpected SM in this data, by HS 1. This unexpected morpheme is the result of a mismatch in 
number agreement. The sentence in question is glossed in (17) below. 
(17) ʔɨt-i səb-at ʔab-məkkina zə-nəbir-u xəʔa 
 that-ms person-pl in-car REL-be.GER-S3ms also 
 “When the people were also in the car” 
(22Jan20_HS1spontaneous.wav) 
In this relative clause, the subject noun is plural, marked by the suffix -at. The determiner 
of this noun phrase, however, is singular and so is the SM. While the determiner and verb agree, 
the marking of number on the determiner should be the result of agreement between the 
determiner and the noun, and then the same features should agree with the verb. Since the noun 
səbat is plural, the SM on this verb and the determiner ʔɨti are unexpected for this context.1 
The number of uses of object agreement in the spontaneous data by each speaker is much 
lower than of subject agreement, as mentioned. The results of participant use of OMs in the 
                                               
1 Because the determiner and SM agree, it is also possible that this is a number error on the noun head. 
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spontaneous data can be seen in table 4.4. None of the participants used any unexpected 
morphemes as OMs or left out obligatory OMs in this spontaneous data. 
Table 4.4 – OMs in Spontaneous Data 
 Total OM opportunities % expected (N) % unexpected (N) 
HS 1 5 100 (5) 0 (0) 
HS 2 2 100 (2) 0 (0) 
NS 4 100 (4) 0 (0) 
 One thing that is visible in this data between both the SMs and OMs is that HS 2’s 
description of the video was significantly shorter and arguably simpler than that of HS 1 and the 
NS. HS 2 only used 13 total verbs, based on the number of total SMs since they’re always 
obligatory, compared to 21 and 30 by the other speakers. Similarly, HS 2 used half as many OMs 
as the other two speakers, which may be an attempt at simplifying the story. This may be the 
result of nervousness in the interview setting, or these could be metrics pointing toward lower 
proficiency. Chapter 5 will assess other markers of these speakers’ proficiency. 
 These results appear to contradict the previous findings about agreement morphology in 
heritage and attrited speakers in some ways, while aligning with them in others. The hypothesis 
that speakers would use more unexpected object agreement morphology than subject agreement 
morphology does not hold true for the spontaneous data. The data from HS 1, but not HS2, for 
SMs aligns with the expectation that heritage and attrited speakers will use more unexpected 
agreement morphology than native speakers. HS 1’s rate of 5% unexpected SMs falls between 





4.3.1 An Analysis of the OM as a True Agreement Marker 
 As mentioned in section 1.2.3, the understanding of the object agreement morpheme has 
recently been a topic of debate in Tigrinya’s relative Amharic. Kramer (2014) argues that the 
traditional view of this morpheme is incorrect and that it is actually a clitic in Amharic. This, of 
course, leads one to wonder if that might be the case in Tigrinya as well. I will deal first with the 
deviations from canonical agreement that Kramer (2014) highlights in the Amharic object 
marker, then describe other existing literature focused on determining whether a morpheme is an 
agreement marker or clitic, and finally provide evidence from the data collected for this thesis 
that the OM in Tigrinya is not a doubled clitic. 
 Kramer (2014) states that the object marker in Amharic can only cross-reference specific 
DPs, particularly definite DPs, and is always optional. While the Tigrinya OM can also only 
reference definite DPs, it is obligatory in these contexts. She also claims that the object marker 
“triggers a poorly understood semantic effect of some kind of emphasis” (Kramer 2014, p. 600). 
She states this emphasis is a common characteristic of doubled clitics in other languages (Kramer 
2014). Her example sentence and gloss with a comment from the language consultant is in (18) 
below (Kramer 2014, p. 600). 
 
(18) 
However, she provides no evidence that this emphasis is the result of the use of the object marker 
rather than the definite article, which commonly co-occur. While it would be grammatical in 
Amharic to use a definite article on an object without object agreement, and this would show that 
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the doubled clitic is what triggers this emphasis, Kramer does not provide a contrastive example 
from the native speaker to prove the comment in (18). 
 The overall analysis by Kramer (2014) is that the Amharic object marker is a doubled 
clitic, or a reduced copy of the original object. Her syntactic explanation involves the clitic and 
object DP originating in one larger DP, where the phi-features of both are valued (Kramer 2014). 
This argument necessitates, then, that the phi-features are inherent to the clitic, similar to a 
pronoun (Baker and Kramer 2016). 
 The debate over how to determine whether a morpheme is a clitic or agreement marker 
did not begin here, of course. Many linguists have sought to establish clear parameters 
differentiating these types of morphemes. Kramer’s (2014) analysis, along with other work by 
Riedel (2009), Baker and Kramer (2016), and Anagnostopoulou (2016) to name a few, relies on 
morphosyntactic and semantic diagnostics for determining whether the morpheme in question is 
a clitic or agreement marker (Yuan 2019). Other previous research, such as Zwicky and Pullum 
(1983), Nevins (2011), and Compton (2016), has distinguished clitics from agreement by 
claiming that agreement markers display “morphological properties typical of ‘affixes,’ while 
doubled clitics crucially do not” (Yuan 2019, p. 2). An image from Yuan (2019, p. 1) depicting 
their basic structural differences can be seen in (19) below. In the generic phrase example (HP), 
H stands in for the head that is responsible for agreement in (a.) and for the head to which the 





Critically, what remains uniform in these analyses is the basic idea of a clitic as co-
referring with another DP (Yuan 2019), as described above in Kramer’s (2014) statement that the 
clitic and object DP originate together. If the doubled clitic and its full DP associate co-occur and 
co-refer in this way (Yuan 2019) and clitics are pronominal in nature (Baker and Kramer 2016), 
then, as mentioned above, the phi-features of the clitic are inherent to it. For this reason, the clitic 
and its DP associate “must match in both phi-features and semantic features because they are co-
indexed members of a chain” (Yuan 2019, p. 16). 
In contrast, the phi-features of a SM or OM are simply products of agreement that have 
been copied from a DP (van Gelderen 1997, Paoli 2004). For this reason, it is possible for verbal 
agreement to ‘break down’ and lead to mismatches between certain phi-features on the DP and 
the agreement marker (van Gelderen 1997). Corbett’s (1979, 1983) agreement hierarchy depicts 
how certain features are more or less likely to show agreement. One of the features that is less 
likely to show agreement, or ‘break down’, is inanimacy (van Gelderen 1997; Corbett 1979, 
1983). The animacy of the nominal element is important to this argument because it is a crucial 
factor in whether a given DP has natural gender (determined by biological sex) or grammatical 
gender (Corbett 1991, van Gelderen 1997) and is, therefore, likely a factor in the instability seen 
in grammatical gender in Tigrinya. To demonstrate agreement ‘breakdown’ related to animacy 
and gender, van Gelderen (1997) provides examples from Urdu/Hindi. In these examples, 
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“number and gender are marked ‘correctly’” for all animate NPs, but there is variation for 
inanimate NPs (p. 187). Similar ‘breakdown’ or variation in agreement can be seen in Lambani, 
a related Indo Aryan language, where there is inconsistency in gender agreement for non-human 
subjects (Tabassum 2019). 
Though there are several reasons for these kinds of ‘breakdown’, the primary point here 
is that agreement can ‘break down’ and agreement morphemes can disagree in certain features 
with their subject or object while remaining grammatical (van Gelderen 1997). This cannot be 
said of clitics, however, which must match in phi-features to their associate DP because they are 
valued together (Kramer 2014, Yuan 2019). The crux of my argument for the Tigrinya OM as a 
true agreement marker lies in this fact. 
There are several instances in the spontaneous speech data in which HS 1 and the NS 
used the OM in ways that would appear unexpected and ungrammatical at first glance. These 
instances of seemingly unexpected agreement are related to gender, however. Most of the 
instances in question are cases where an object that is a non-human common noun with unstable 
gender, such as a cat, dove, or ladder, is marked with a feminine determiner but agrees with a 
masculine OM. Based on Kogan’s statement that many nouns can “agree as masculine or 
feminine indiscriminately even in the same sentence” (1997, p. 431) and the discussion of 
doubled clitics and agreement above, these potentially unexpected morphemes are actually 
perfectly acceptable and expected in Tigrinya if they are agreement markers.  
The NS both used a OM in this way and was consulted about HS 1’s use of similar OMs. 
While the NS recognized that the morphemes differed in gender, they did not take issue with 
these forms at all but simply restated that gender is variable in Tigrinya. Crucially, this is the 
opposite of the NS’s reaction to HS 1’s use of a masculine OP to reference a feminine DP, which 
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they clearly stated was ungrammatical as I described in section 3.3. If it is grammatical for 
objects and their corresponding OMs to mismatch in gender, the Tigrinya OMs cannot be 
doubled clitics.  
 To illustrate this, several sentences containing these gender mismatched OMs are glossed 
below. Sentences (20) and (21) were produced by HS 1 and (21) immediately follows (20) in 
their speech, just as they are ordered below. The final verb in both of these is [ʔiluwwo], in 
which -wwo establishes a connection to the object ʔɨta dumu, a feminine DP. Cat, of course, 
could take either gender based on the instability in Tigrinya, unless the speaker was referring to a 
specific cat for whom the biological sex is known. 
(20) ʔɨt-i ʔaddə-ʔa ʔɨt-i səb-at ʔab-məkkina ze-nəbir-u xəʔa 
 that-ms mother-
POSS.3fs 




nab-ɨt-a dumu xajid-u ʔɨntaj kon-ka dɨħan ʔil-u-wwo 
towards-that-fs cat go.GER-S3ms what be.PER-
S2ms 
well say.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
“Her mother, when the people were in the car, went towards the cat and he asked him what 
happened to you” 
 
(21) kəm ʔabəj ʔilu ʔɨt-a rɨgɨbit ʔil-u-wwo 
 like where AUX.3ms that-fs dove say.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “He asked him ‘where is the bird?’” 
(22Jan20_HS1spontaneous.wav) 
Sentence (22) was produced by the NS. In it, the object, nɨta garadʒ, uses a feminine determiner, 




(22) n-ɨt-a garadʒ kafit-om-o 
 ACC-that-fs garage open.GER-S3mp-O3ms 
 “They opened the garage” 
(13Feb20_NSspontaneous.wav) 
 It is important to point out that these types of agreement between a feminine object and a 
masculine OM only occurred in the spontaneous data. Because the elicited data was exclusively 
about people, who have natural gender determined by biological sex rather than grammatical 
gender, the gender of the nouns in question was stable (Corbett 1991, Kogan 1997). The names, 
Tesfay and Daniel, are masculine, and all other nouns were the gendered pronouns she, he, her, 
and him. 
 Critically, HS 1 even used the SM in a similar way, with several feminine subjects using 
masculine SMs. The SM is not under question as a doubled clitic, but this emphasizes the 
grammaticality of this kind of agreement in Tigrinya (Kogan 1997). This also reveals that 
masculine is likely the default gender in the agreement paradigms. Examples of this subject 
marking are glossed in sentences (23) and (24) below. In (23), HS 1 uses the 3ms SM -u to agree 
with the 3fs subject [ʔɨta rəgəbɨt] and in (24), they the same masculine SM to agree with the 
feminine subject [ʔɨta məkkina]. 
(23) mɨxnjatu ʔɨt-a rəgəbɨt ab-laʕɨli ner-u ʔab-t-i naj-ɨt-i gəza 







 “Because the dove was at the top of the house” 
 
(24) ħɨdʒi ʔɨt-a məkkina xəʔa n-ɨt-a ʔaskala ʔaskala dəfiʔ-u-wwa 








 Naturally, the classification and treatment of this morpheme as either an agreement 
marker or a clitic could vary by speaker, especially in the changes between the native and 
heritage varieties of a language. Yet, here both HS 1 and NS clearly treat this morpheme as an 
agreement marker. Unfortunately, there isn’t enough data to determine HS 2’s treatment of the 
morpheme, since they only used two OMs, as seen in table 4.4. 
 In conclusion, the object agreement morpheme in Tigrinya is truly an agreement marker. 
Because this morpheme can differ in phi-features from its referent, it cannot be a doubled clitic. 
The grammaticality of a feminine object taking a masculine OM shows that this morpheme does 
not have inherent phi-features that match the object DP. 
 
4.4 SUMMARY 
 As described in section 1.3.2, the existing literature on heritage and attrited language has 
found that these speakers have a slightly lower accuracy rate in their use of agreement 
morphology than native speakers. I expected to see similar results in the data collected for this 
thesis and hypothesized that HS 1 and HS 2 would use more unexpected object agreement 
morphology than subject agreement morphology based on Bolonyai’s (2007) findings in heritage 
speakers of Hungarian. 
 In the elicited data, the use of unexpected agreement markers by HS 1 and HS 2 was 
largely similar to what is described by the existing work on heritage and attrited language 
because both HS 1 and HS 2 used more unexpected morphology than the NS and both only did 
so for a small percentage of the sentences elicited. However, I cannot address the hypothesis that 
heritage speakers would use more unexpected object agreement morphology than subject 
agreement morphology from this data because the only unexpected SM was used by HS 2 and 
the only unexpected OM was used by HS 1. The spontaneous data did not support the previous 
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research on heritage and attrited agreement morphology as strongly, though. Here, no speakers 
used any unexpected OMs. The instability of gender in Tigrinya allowing most nouns to agree 
with either gender and even agree as different genders in the same sentence could explain a 
reduction in rate of unexpected OM use in the spontaneous speech data. It cannot, however, 
explain the complete lack of unexpected OM use because there was still margin for errors in 
terms of gender and number agreement, as seen in the elicited data. Obviously, this does not 
support the hypothesis that speakers would use more unexpected object agreement morphology 
than subject agreement morphology. HS 1 did use more unexpected SMs than the NS, which 
aligns with the expectations and percentages described above, but HS 2 did not use any 
unexpected subject agreement morphology, just like the NS. 
 Another small point of interest from both the elicited and spontaneous data is that the 
speakers always produced the native-like sequence of morphemes and never produced an 
unexpected order. This was not a focus of this chapter but is in line with findings that heritage 
speakers “perform better on concatenative processes that affix morphemes to stems than on 
nonconcatenative processes,” such as vowel infixation to communicate tense and aspect 
information in Tigrinya (Benmamoun et al. 2013). 
 Finally, I argued based on these varying gender agreement options in the spontaneous 
data that the object agreement morpheme in Tigrinya is truly an agreement marker and not a 
doubled clitic. The grammaticality of a feminine object taking a masculine OM is characteristic 




CHAPTER 5: ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides some presentation and analysis of observations from these data that 
were not the primary linguistic features being researched. The expectations and hypotheses were 
focused on pro-drop and agreement morphology in heritage language, but some other notable 
productions occurred in the data. This chapter aims to deal with these other findings that were 
not part of the original goals of the project. I will focus on three main types of observations: 
those related to the general proficiency levels of the speakers, the speakers’ use of discourse 
markers, and unexpected word orders. Due to the nature of this chapter in covering a variety of 
linguistic features, the review of relevant literature that informs these findings is included within 
each section rather than in the introduction. 
 
5.2 OBSERVATIONS OF GENERAL PROFICIENCY 
 This section aims to evaluate some areas that may offer measurements of the general 
proficiency of the speakers. First, I will calculate and evaluate speech rate for the spontaneous 
data by comparing the rates of these speakers with previous findings on heritage and attrited 
language. Second, I will analyze the preference for full DPs over pronouns and determiner use in 
the spontaneous data by these speakers, a trend observed during initial analysis. Finally, I will 
consider their relationship to and implications about the general proficiency of these speakers. 
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5.2.1 Speech Rate 
 Speech rate has been considered a useful diagnostic of speaker proficiency for some time. 
Its reliability in assessing heritage speaker proficiency was established by Polinsky (2008), who 
found Russian heritage speaker rates varying from 50 wpm in slower speakers to just below 100 
wpm and compared these with a baseline rate for native speakers around 100 wpm (Polinsky 
2008). This study included 12 participants and evaluated their respective speech rates from their 
production of a story based on the standard frog-story design (Berman and Slobin, 1994). Similar 
results were found for heritage speakers of Arabic by Albirini et al. (2011). Their study included 
10 heritage speakers and 10 control participant speakers of Egyptian Arabic and 10 heritage 
speakers and 10 control participant speakers of Palestinian Arabic, who produced between 49 
and 135 minutes of speech per group of 10 in the same frog story narrative (Berman and Slobin, 
1994), a narrative based on “Aladdin,” and a personal narrative. Table 5.1 below provides the 
average words per minute (wpm) calculations for the classes of Arabic speakers analyzed by 
Albirini et al. (2011). 
Table 5.1 – Average Speech Rates of Arabic Speakers from Albirini et al. (2011) 
 Egyptian Palestinian 
Heritage speakers 42.89 wpm 77.35 wpm 
Native speakers 87.44 wpm 96.77 wpm 
To see if the linguistic features evaluated in this thesis correlated to speech rate, I 
calculated the wpm for the three participants’ spontaneous speech. I was only able to analyze less 
than one minute of speech from each of the three participants. Because I was only able to analyze 
one of their five stories, the respective lengths of speech were 40 seconds by HS 1, 35 seconds 
by HS 2, and 47 seconds by the NS. The calculations of speech rates for the spontaneous data 
collected for this thesis are in table 5.2 below. My findings align with these above rates found by 
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Polinsky (2008) and Albirini et al. (2011), with HS 1 and NS corresponding to their findings for 
native speakers and HS 2 corresponding to their findings for heritage speakers. However, the 
limited nature of my study in both participants and amount of speech evaluated in comparison 
with the works of Polinsky (2008) and Albirini et al (2011) make it difficult to confirm how 
conclusive my data are. It would be helpful to analyze more of the data I collected or recreate 
this study with more heritage speakers of Tigrinya to verify the reliability of the speech rates 
calculated here. 
Table 5.2 – Speech Rates in Spontaneous Data 
 Total number of words Total number of minutes wpm 
HS 1 80 .66667 120 
HS 2 35 .58333 60 
NS 73 .78333 93 
Polinsky (2008) also found that lower speech rates correlated to a loss of maintenance of 
the three-gender nominal system in Russian, seen in the assimilation of Russian neuter nouns 
into feminine. It is interesting here, then, that the speaker who produces the most unexpected 
pronouns, agreement morphemes, and word orders (to be discussed later in this chapter), HS 1, is 
the speaker with the highest speech rate. The speaker with the lowest speech rate, HS 2, did still 
produce more overt pronouns than the NS, though they produced a similar number of overt 
pronouns as HS 1 and they did not produce any unexpected pronouns or as much unexpected 
morphology. These findings could also be the result of a speed-accuracy trade-off (Wickelgren 
1977). The speech rate of HS 1 and HS 2, who have been living in English-dominant settings for 
a little less than 10 years, do not align with previous research on attrited speakers, either. Hansen 
et al. (1998) found that the speech rates of 82 attrited speakers of Japanese dropped from 90 wpm 
after two years in a culture with another dominant language to 81 wpm at four years and then to 
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80 wpm at 12 years. HS 1’s speech rate is much higher than all of these, while HS 2’s is much 
lower. 
Critically, though, Benmamoun et al. state that “speech rate is connected to utterance 
planning… spontaneous speech is thus punctuated by pauses, repetitions, false starts, and 
codeswitching” (2013, p. 135). All of these traits are present in HS 2’s spontaneous data. The 
pausing is evident in the dramatic difference in this participant’s speech rate in comparison with 
the others. Though they do speak for less time, there is only a five second difference between the 
total seconds of their speech and HS 1’s speech, whose speech rate is double theirs, and only a 
12 second difference between them and the NS, whose speech rate is just over 1.5 times theirs. 
As described in section 3.3, HS 2 repeated an entire sentence containing an overt SP, which is 
glossed in (25) and shows further evidence of difficulty with utterance planning (Benmamoun et 
al. 2013). 
(25) nɨssu xəʔa wərədə ʔɨjju 
 PRO.3ms also fall.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
 “He also fell” 
 
n-ɨt-a rəgəbɨt sarik’-om-a kid-om 
ACC-that-fs dove steal.GER-S3mp-O3fs go.GER-S3mp 
“They stole the dove and they’re gone” 
 
nɨssu xəʔa wərədə ʔɨjju 
PRO.3ms also fall.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
“He also fell” 
(14Feb20_HS2spontaneous.wav) 
HS 2 also produces a false start in saying [kɨbəl], the goal prefix on the first syllable of the verb 
‘to say’ in the imperfective, which would be similar to a false start of the English sentence “What 
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do I want to say?” HS 2 also used the English word and in their spontaneous speech, which 
provides some evidence of codeswitching. So, while HS 2’s production of unexpected pronouns 
and morphology do not align with their speech rate as expected from Polinsky (2008), their 
speech does exhibit these other characteristics of speech with troubled utterance planning that 
Benmamoun et al. (2013) connect with speech rate. 
Because HS 2’s speech rate is significantly lower than the other two speakers, falls within 
the expected boundaries of heritage speaker speech rates by both Polinsky (2008) and Albirini et 
al (2011), and shows these characteristics of speech with troubled utterance planning, it does not 
seem likely that nervousness in the interview setting is the main cause of their shorter 
spontaneous data with less SM and OM opportunities, as mentioned in section 4.3. 
 The limitations of this study only working with three speakers and only transcribing and 
glossing one story out of five collected are also likely influential factors in these results. So, 
while they offer some interesting insights into the speakers’ proficiency, they are not conclusive. 
 
5.2.2 Preference of Full DPs over Pronouns 
 During the initial stages of data analysis, I suspected that HS 2 and HS 1 were showing a 
preference for using a full DP, namely a common noun with or without determiners, over a 
pronoun. To see whether that was actually the case, I determined the amount of total DPs used as 
both subjects and objects and compared those with the total pronoun calculations from chapter 3. 
Due to the disparities in the amount of pronouns used by the speakers, I calculated a ratio of 
pronouns to full DPs for more accurate comparison. 
On this topic, Polinsky (1997) found that the language of attrited and heritage speakers of 
a variety of languages used null and overt pronominal copies of full DPs less often than native 
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speakers, and that this was more apparent in less proficient speakers. And, as seen in chapter 3, 
the pragmatics of pro-drop are limited somewhat in HS 1 and HS 2, so it could follow that this 
kind of limitation could affect their pronoun use in general.  
To evaluate if the data from HS 1 and HS 2 support Polinsky’s (1997) conclusion, I 
calculated a total ratio of pronouns, whether null or overt, to full DPs in table 5.3. Tables 5.4 and 
5.5 show the ratio of pronouns to full DPs for subjects and objects, respectively. 
Table 5.3 – Comparison of Full DP to Pronoun Totals 
 % overt 
Pronouns 
Total SPs & OPs Total Subject & 
Object DPs 
Pronoun to DP ratio 
HS 1 .0833 12 16 3:4 
HS 2 .29 7 7 1:1 
NS 0 15 10 3:2 
The totals in table 5.3 show that, overall, both HS 1 and HS 2 are using more full DPs 
than the NS, as I suspected. This follows the findings of Polinsky (1997) as well. However, the 
preference for full DPs is driven entirely by a preference for full DPs in object position, with all 
three speakers showing a greater preference for pronominals or no preference at all in subject 
position.  
Table 5.4 – Comparison of Full DP Subjects to SPs 
 % overt SP Total Pronouns Total Full DPs Pronoun to DP ratio 
HS 1 0 9 9 1:1 
HS 2 29 7 5 7:5 







Table 5.5 – Comparison of Full DP Objects to OPs 
 % overt OP Total Pronouns Total Full DPs Pronoun to DP ratio 
HS 1 33 3 7 3:7 
HS 2 0 0 2 0:2 
NS 0 2 4 1:2 
 The NS and HS 2 show a similar preference for pronouns as subjects, which is reasonable 
because subjects are often old information, but HS 1 does not show a preference for pronominals 
or full DPs in this position. All three speakers show a preference for full DPs when it comes to 
objects, but HS 1 shows a bit of a stronger preference. When looking at tables 5.4 and 5.5 alone 
then, HS 2 is the most similar to the NS. When considering the overall ratios in table 5.3, both 
heritage speakers show a greater preference for full DPs than the NS. The theoretical 
implications of these data are unclear due to the limited number of participants and amount of 
speech analyzed. Still, further study of this pattern may be merited based on this initial finding. 
Following this finding of a greater preference for full DPs over pronouns in HS 1 and HS 2 
than in the NS, I was curious as to how this affected their use of determiners. Initially, one would 
expect an increased use of determiners to correlate to a preference for full DPs. However, 
because a lack of determiner is acceptable for nouns in Tigrinya, signaling indefiniteness, this is 
not necessarily a reliable expectation. To assess the speakers’ determiner use, I calculated the 
total common noun DPs and the total number of determiners in those DPs, which can be seen in 
table 5.6. 
Table 5.6 – Determiner Use in Spontaneous Speech 
 Determiners per common noun DP Percentage 
HS 1 13/22 59% 
HS 2 4/9 44% 
NS 9/17 53% 
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The expectation that a preference for full DPs would correlate to increased determiner use is 
visible in comparing HS 1 to the NS, but not for HS 2. These determiner uses do appear to 
correlate to speech rate, though. While there are studies of heritage speaker comprehension of 
determiners in their dominant and heritage languages, there are not many studies of their 
production. Further research could certainly be done in the preference of full DPs over pronouns 




 The consideration of these measures of general proficiency sheds an interesting light on 
the main data of this thesis. The speech rates of HS 1 and NS fit nicely with the native speaker 
rates calculated by Polinsky (2008) and Albirini et al (2011) and the rate of HS 2 fits with their 
calculations for heritage speakers. The other finding by Polinsky (2008) that lower speech rate 
correlates with limitations in the linguistic system, specifically loss of the three-gender nominal 
system in Russian, does not line up with the other data presented in this thesis. HS 1 and HS 2 
used a similar amount of overt pronouns and HS 1 produced the most unexpected pronouns and 
agreement morphemes (as seen in chapters 3 and 4) and even used unexpected word orders (to be 
discussed later in this chapter). None of these features, then, can clearly correlate to the lower 
speech rate of HS 2, even though other characteristics of their speech that are expected to 
correlate with speech rate, including pausing, repeating, codeswitching, and false starts, do 
correlate to HS 2’s speech rate (Benmamoun et al. 2013). 
 Both HS 1 and HS 2 also showed a greater preference for using full DPs over null and 
overt pronouns than the NS, which is similar to the results of Polinsky (1997). If this could be a 
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measure of proficiency, it’s interesting that this does not correlate to the proficiency evidence in 
speech rate because both HS 2 and HS 1 show a similar preference for full DPs in comparison 
with the NS. Because there is not much research into the preference of full DPs over pronouns 
and the use of determiners in heritage and attrited language, these areas may merit further 
research. 
 
5.3 DISCOURSE MARKERS 
 There was one phrase used by the NS that seemed to function like a discourse marker and 
sparked some interest in further research. The NS used this phrase twice, once about halfway 
through their story and another time at the very end. The phrase, malət ʔɨjju, would literally 
translate as something like “This is the meaning,” but the NS consistently translated it as “It 
happened this way.” The first use, glossed in (26), comes after a null SP has been the subject of 
the past several sentences, referring to Sylvester the cat. After this sentence, which has a 
different subject, the speaker returns to using the cat as the subject. This phrase, then, seems to 
be summarizing the initial events and serving to transition back to the original subject. Because 
the second use is produced as the NS’s final words in this story, it also seems to be providing 
summary and conclusion. The final use is glossed in (27). 
(26) ʔɨt-a ʔaskala ʕatsif-a malət ʔɨjju 
 that-fs ladder fold.GER-S3fs meaning COP3ms 







(27) ʔɨntaj kɨm zə-kwənəfə rege-ts’enjatat ʔaj-kon-u-n malət ʔɨjju 





 “They were not sure what happened to him. It happened this way.” 
(13Feb20_NSspontaneous.wav) 
 In determining whether this phrase might be a discourse marker, it is critical to evaluate it 
according to known features of discourse markers. According to these features, the meaning of a 
discourse marker cannot be based on lexical equivalents and should not affect the truth 
conditions or propositional content of the utterance (Stede and Schmitz 2000, Jucker and Ziv 
1998). These particles are optional and should be easily deletable without altering the meaning 
and truth of the utterance (Stede and Schmitz 2000, Jucker and Ziv 1998). Due to their purely 
functional nature, they are often restricted in syntactic position and are not structurally critical. In 
English, they are very commonly found utterance intially, while their location varies in other 
languages according to the language’s syntax (Stede and Schmitz 2000, Jucker and Ziv 1998). 
 As seen above, the fact that the word-for-word translation of malət ʔɨjju is not how the 
NS translated the phrase is consistent with the features of discourse markers. It is further treated 
syntactically as an addition, with the NS treating it as its own sentence, that would easily lift out 
of the utterance without removing any lexically meaningful units or altering truth conditions. 
Further, as this phrase seems to be offering summary and potentially emphasis, which are known 
functions of discourse markers, it seems reasonable that malət ʔɨjju is a discourse marker. 
This was not the only discourse marker present in the spontaneous data, of course. All 
three speakers used the Tigrinya equivalent of ‘also’, a common discourse marker of 
coordination and addition. HS 1 and NS used the Tigrinya equivalent of ‘while’ and HS 1 used 
the Tigrinya equivalent of ‘now’, which are both discourse markers that function to offer 
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structure and sequencing to a narrative. While HS 1 did not use malət ʔɨjju, they did use three 
different discourse markers, and even used some of these a few times. From these examples, it is 
clear that HS 2 used the fewest discourse markers – only two instances of ‘also’.  
Benmamoun et al. (2013) state that other areas of discourse and pragmatics, such as 
aspectual triggers and pro-drop (as described in chapter 3), are vulnerable in heritage speakers. 
The pragmatics of discourse marker use appears slightly limited in HS 1 and very limited in HS 
2 in comparison with the NS. The preliminary findings demonstrate that the area of pragmatics 
and discourse markers, in particular, merit further research in heritage language, language loss, 
and even Tigrinya, in regards to the phrase malət ʔɨjju. 
 
5.4 WORD ORDER 
 HS 1 produced several instances of unexpected word order in both the elicited and 
spontaneous data. Word order in heritage and attrited language has not been studied to the same 
extent as other features covered in this thesis, so the results in the data by HS 1 speaker may 
prove informative. 
 In some key works on heritage language, word order has been found to be more resilient 
than other features, such inflectional morphology, though is it still somewhat vulnerable 
(Benmamoun et al. 2013, Albirini et al. 2011, Polinsky 2009). A study of Swedish heritage 
speakers found that these speakers had native-like verb second production (Håkansson 1995). 
Albirini et al. (2011) and Polinsky (2007), however, found that some Arabic and Russian 
heritage speakers showed a strong preference for and tendency toward using SVO sentences over 
the other possible word orders in their respective languages and argued that this could be the 
result of speaking English, an SVO language, as their dominant language. In another study, 
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Polinsky (2009) also found Russian heritage speakers had trouble comprehending non-SVO 
sentences. Albirini et al. (2011) conclude that “certain linguistic features will transfer from the 
dominant and more frequently used language to the less dominant, less frequently used one” (p. 
281). As for research on attrited language, word order appears to be relatively vulnerable and 
transfer is common from the dominant L2 into the L1 (Domínguez 2013, Schmid 2011). For 
these speakers, L1 competence is rarely lost. Rather, it seems, as discussed with the attrition of 
pro-drop in section 3.1.1, the coexistence of a speaker’s L1 and L2 leads to limitations in the L1 
system based on the L2 system (Domínguez 2013). These results on word order are largely 
similar between heritage and attrited speakers.  
 As mentioned in sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, the standard word order for Tigrinya is SOV 
and both the nominal and verbal systems are mostly head final. Word order variation is possible 
for verbal arguments, such as marked topics moving to the sentence-initial position and differing 
orders of multiple objects of ditransitive verbs depending on case marking (Kogan 1997, Kifle 
2011). Critically, the acceptable variations in word order in Tigrinya do not involve a change in 
the position of the verb or the branching direction of the VP. 
 First, I will present the two instances of unexpected word order in the elicited data. In 
both of these sentences, 2 and 11 in the elicitation list in section 2.3.1, the expected word order is 
the standard SOV, but HS 1 produces SVO. One interesting thing about these sentences is that 
they are very similar in word order to the rest of the sentences in the elicited data, so it was even 
more unexpected for the speaker to suddenly change their word order, particularly for sentence 
11, which follows several sentences with an overt object that the speaker produced as SOV. 




(28) tesfaj ʕadim-u-wwo nɨ-danjel 
 Tesfay invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms ACC-Daniel 
 “Tesfay invited Daniel” 
 
(29) nɨssa harim-a-tto nɨ-danjel 
 PRO.3fs hit.GER-S3fs-O3ms ACC-Daniel 
 “She hit Daniel” 
(22Jan20_HS1sentences.wav) 
In both of these sentences, the head direction of the VP is switched to be left-headed. Because 
this word order is not grammatical in Tigrinya and follows the standard word order of English, 
this is likely the result of transfer as described above. 
 In the spontaneous data, HS 1 produced four instances of unexpected word order that 
seem to be the result of English transfer as well. Three of the four instances are similar to the 
elicited data glossed in (28) and (29): they have an object DP or PP to the right of the V head. 
The production of SVO instead of SOV is the result of a simple change in the VP becoming left-
headed like English instead of right-headed as is expected in Tigrinya. And, similarly, the 
production of an SOV sentence with a sentence-final PP is the result of a left-headed VP. In each 
of these instances the internal structure of the object DPs and the PPs is as expected, but the way 
they attach to the VP is what is unexpected. An example is glossed in (30) below. This example 
is unique in that its basic structure is still SOV (with a null subject) with the object complement 
to the V head to the left where expected, but the branching direction of the PP is unexpected. A 
PP complement or adjunct would be expected to the left of the V head, as seen in the example 





(30) ʔaskala ʔaskala ʔa-məts’ʔ-ə ʔab-bɨdəgə 
 ladder CAUS-come.PER-S3ms in-outside 
 “He brought the ladder outside” 
(22Jan20_HS1spontaneous.wav) 
 
(31) ʔɨt-i dumu nɨʃte tʃ’əru ʔab-finistra rəʔ(əjə) ʔɨjju 
 that-ms cat small bird in-window see.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
 “The cat saw a small bird in a window” 
(13Feb20_NSspontaneous.wav) 
The fourth instance of unexpected word order is a bit different than these other 
productions, though the branching of a VP is still the source of interest. The sentence in question 
is glossed in (32) and a tree structure representation is provided in (33). In discussing this 




(32) səb kab-garadʒ-u dʒəmir-u məkkina ħəjz-u 
 person from-garage-POSS.3ms start.GER-S3ms car take.GER-S3ms 





In this sentence, there are two VPs: one that operates entirely as expected in Tigrinya and 
one that does not. The raising predicate dʒəmiru ‘start’ is produced in a left-headed structure and 
takes its complement TP on the right, which is not grammatical in Tigrinya. However, the VP 
inside that TP complement, məkkina ħəjzu, is right-headed, with the complement məkkina ‘car’ 
on left of the V head as is standard in Tigrinya. Like all the other instances of unexpected word 
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order produced by this speaker, the head direction of a VP is what deviates from standard 
Tigrinya word order. Also, like the sentence in (30), the example in (32) is interesting because 
there are two places for VP complements, but in each sentence, the speaker only deviates in the 
branching of one of those places. The object DP in (30) and the VP məkkina ħəjzu ‘drive a car’ in 
(32) are the expected Tigrinya word order, though the speaker produced unexpected word orders 
for similar object DPs in (28) and (29). It is only the PP in (30) and the raising predicate VP in 
(32) that are unexpected. HS 1 is not transferring the entire SVO system of English into all VPs, 
but their Tigrinya does seem to be affected by transfer, simply one VP at a time in these data. 
Determining whether an unexpected production is a result of transfer hinges on 
establishing that it exhibits effects only attributable to the influencing language (Jarvis 2000). As 
I have described above, each of these unexpected word orders produced by HS 1 would be 
ungrammatical in Tigrinya. There was not likely to have been variability in HS 1’s Tigrinya 
input for these kinds of clauses, meaning there is no explanation of these productions based on 
Tigrinya grammar. HS 1 cannot be overgeneralizing a specific or rare structure, as the heritage 
speakers observed by Albirini et al. (2011) and Polinsky (2007), since these kinds of structures 
are never grammatical in Tigrinya. In contrast, HS 1’s grammar of English not only allows but 
demands these types of structures in most situations. If this kind of unexpected production had 
only occurred once or twice, it may have easily been disregarded as a speech error. However, HS 
1 produced six instances of unexpected word order and all of them are the same: a VP is left-
headed. Because these unexpected word orders are all structurally similar, are not explicable 
based on Tigrinya grammar, are English-like, and similar types of transfer have been 
documented in other heritage speakers, I am arguing that these are the result of transfer. 
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 While I was not intending to research heritage speakers’ word order, these instances of 
unexpected head direction were so apparent in my data that their implications about L2 transfer 
were important to discuss. Because word order has been found to be at least somewhat 
vulnerable in heritage and attrited grammars, the results in these data seem very reasonable 
(Benmamoun et al. 2013, Albirini et al. 2011, Polinsky 2009, Domínguez 2013, Schmid 2011). 
In considering that all of these instances of unexpected word order would be ungrammatical in 
Tigrinya but grammatical in English, L2 transfer seems to be the root of these changes in head 
direction. Though the instances of unexpected word order were apparent, they were still 
relatively few in consideration of the 28 elicited data points and the 21 SMs (as an indication of 
complete sentences) in the spontaneous data. This is in accord with the research on heritage and 
attrited language that finds this kind of transfer to be somewhat common and finds limitations of 
the L1 system without its complete overtaking and shifting to the L2 system (Domínguez 2013, 
Schmid 2011, Albirini et al. 2011). It is interesting, though, that both HS 1 and HS 2 transitioned 
to English dominance at a similar age but only HS 1 produced unexpected word orders. 
 
5.5 SUMMARY 
 This chapter aimed to present and analyze the secondary results of this thesis, or those 
that were not directly related to the original hypothesis around pro-drop and verbal agreement 
morphology. Its focus has been on findings related to the general proficiency levels of the 
speakers, the use of discourse markers, and unexpected word orders. 
 The results on the general proficiency of the speakers were based on speech rate and 
speaker preference for full DPs over pronouns. While the speech rates of the speakers clearly fit 
into the categories for heritage and native speakers calculated by Polinsky (2008) and Albirini et 
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al (2011), they did not correlate strongly with other limitations in HS 1 or HS 2’s linguistic 
systems as expected. The only speaker whose speech rate fell clearly into the category of 
heritage speaker based on the findings of Polinsky (2008) and Albirini et al (2011), HS 2, 
produced more overt pronouns than the NS but not many more than HS 1, who had the highest 
speech rate. The speaker with a clearly native-like and the highest speech rate, HS 1, was instead 
the one who produced the most unexpected pronouns, agreement morphemes, and word orders. 
Both HS 2 and HS 1 showed a preference for using full DPs over null and overt pronouns, which 
has been documented before in heritage and attrited language but not extensively. From this 
finding, I anticipated an association of this preference with increased determiner use, but that 
was only the case for HS 1. This measure of determiner use did align with speech rate, though. 
Future research into the preference of full DPs and the determiner use in heritage and attrited 
language could be beneficial based on these findings. 
 Because the vulnerability of pragmatics has been noted in heritage language, and even 
discussed in its relation to pro-drop in chapter 3, the NS’s use of a phrase without a direct 
translation piqued my curiosity into heritage and attrited use of discourse markers. In their 
spontaneous speech, HS 1 used several discourse markers and HS 2 used very few in comparison 
with the NS, showing that the pragmatics of discourse marking can be limited in heritage and 
attrited speakers, as expected. These rudimentary findings also merit further research in heritage 
language, language loss, and the Tigrinya language for understanding more about the potential 
discourse marker malət ʔɨjju. 
 Finally, the apparent instances of unexpected head direction in the spontaneous data of 
HS 1 led to me to evaluate heritage word order. Word order is known to be vulnerable to a 
certain extent in heritage and attrited grammars, though this has not been extensively 
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documented (Benmamoun et al. 2013, Albirini et al. 2011, Polinsky 2009, Domínguez 2013, 
Schmid 2011). Because of this, when I noticed the unexpected word orders of HS 1, I evaluated 
the potential causes of their surface structures. All of the instances of unexpected word order in 
this data would be ungrammatical in Tigrinya but grammatical in English. It is highly likely 





CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 RESULTS 
In this thesis, I set out to evaluate two research questions: 
1. How does Tigrinya heritage speaker production of overt pronouns compare with that of 
native speakers? 
2. How does Tigrinya heritage speaker use of subject and object agreement morphology 
compare with that of native speakers? 
Based on previous research, I hypothesized that heritage speakers would produce more 
overt pronouns, both subject and object, than native speakers and that they would use more 
unexpected or non-native agreement morphology, both subject and object, than native speakers. I 
further expected to find that heritage speakers used more unexpected object agreement 
morphology than subject agreement morphology. This thesis also analyzed a few other features 
of heritage language based on other findings in the data collected.  
In considering the first research question about overt and null pronoun use, the 
spontaneous speech data supported my hypothesis and was consistent with what has been found 
in other heritage languages. Namely, HS 1 and HS 2 used more overt pronouns than the NS. 
Neither participant used a large number of overt pronouns—HS 1 used a single OP and HS 2 
repeated one SP twice, but they were compared with a NS who did not use any overt pronouns at 
all. Because the elicited data did not adequately resemble naturalistic conversation and, thus, did 
not meet the pragmatic conditions of pro-drop, they are not considered with as much weight as 
the spontaneous data in evaluating the first research question. The elicited data did offer one 
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finding about HS 1’s pronominal system that aligns with existing literature on heritage language. 
In the only uses of unexpected OPs in the elicited data, HS 1 extends the nominative form of the 
3fs pronoun to accusative contexts and claims the two forms are interchangeable in accusative 
contexts. The unidirectional nature of this extension is likely because the nominative form is the 
default in Tigrinya. This paradigmatic leveling is similar to overgeneralizations of case that have 
been documented in other heritage speakers (Montrul et al. 2012). Overall, then, use of overt 
pronouns in heritage Tigrinya aligns with the existing research of this feature in other languages. 
As for the second research question, the results were not as clearly in support of or 
against my hypotheses and the previous research about agreement morphology in heritage 
speakers. This was primarily due to the instability of gender in Tigrinya and the consequential 
variability in agreement morphology. Because the variability in gender in agreement morphology 
was not a factor in the elicited data, the results largely aligned with my hypotheses and previous 
research: both HS 1 and HS 2 used unexpected morphology more than the NS and both only did 
so for a small percentage of the sentences elicited. However, since each speaker only used one 
type of unexpected morphology, this data does not support the hypothesis that these speakers 
would use more unexpected object agreement morphology than subject agreement morphology. 
In contrast, the results of the spontaneous data did not support my hypothesis or align with the 
previous findings about agreement morphology in heritage speakers. While the hypothesis that 
speakers would use more unexpected object agreement morphology than subject agreement 
morphology could not be addressed in the elicited data, it proved false for the spontaneous 
speech data. The variability in gender agreement meant there was less opportunity for 
unexpected SM and OM use, and, ultimately, none of the speakers used any unexpected OMs. 
HS 1 did use more unexpected SMs than the NS, which aligns with my hypotheses and 
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expectations based on previous research, but neither HS 2 nor the NS used any unexpected 
subject agreement morphology. The freedom of agreement based on unstable gender did, 
however, provide evidence that the Tigrinya OM is just like the SM – an agreement marker, not 
a doubled clitic. Because a clitic of this nature would originate in the DP with the object it 
doubles, it would have intrinsic, matching in phi-features. The grammatical mismatch in gender 
between the phi-features of an object and its OM in Tigrinya demonstrates that this morpheme 
cannot be a doubled clitic. 
Finally, I addressed some other features of Tigrinya and heritage language that were not 
central to my research questions and hypotheses but were significant in the data collected. The 
clearest conclusion from this section came in my analysis of several instances of unexpected 
word order produced by HS 1. All of these productions involved a left-headed VP, which would 
be ungrammatical in Tigrinya but grammatical in English. These productions appear to be the 
result of L2 transfer, one of the most common ways word order changes in heritage grammars, 
despite it only being somewhat vulnerable. 
 
6.2 IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
Overall, where the pragmatic conditions were appropriate for null arguments, these 
heritage speakers did use more overt pronouns and unexpected agreement morphology than the 
NS, though they only did so a small percentage of the time. These primary findings were very 
much in line with my expectations based on the existing literature describing heritage speakers. 
Of course, this study was limited by its few participants and small amount of analyzed 
spontaneous speech data. It would certainly be beneficial to perform future studies on these 
properties in heritage speakers of Tigrinya with more speakers and more analyzed data. A very 
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natural place to start in taking on that task would be analyzing the other spontaneous speech that 
I collected to see if it reveals similar results. 
Several of my primary findings also demonstrate possible deficits in the nominal system 
of these heritage speakers—including overproduction of overt pronouns, case extension by HS 1, 
and unexpected verbal agreement morphology (which deals with connections of the verb to the 
nominals in the clause)—that align with previous findings. Polinsky (2005) documented a verb 
bias in heritage speakers and argued that it is a result of the greater conceptual complexity of 
verbs than of nouns and of the role of verbs as clausal heads. She states that, when considering 
these two main factors, “the loss of information associated with those verbs is quite costly.” 
(Polinsky 2005, p. 430). Benmamoun et al. (2013) use this evidence from Polinsky (2005) and 
other findings, like those by Albirini et al. (2013) that heritage speakers show greater weakness 
in concord than subject-verb agreement, to emphasize “the centrality of verbs to sentential 
syntax” and the consequential “upkeep of these verbal paradigms in the heritage grammar” 
(Benmamoun et al. 2013, p. 142). Considering this research and the added evidence of my 
findings, future research could further analyze both the verbal and nominal morphology systems 
in heritage speakers of Tigrinya. Two helpful places to start might be the elicitation of plural 
formation—both of regular and irregular, broken plural forms—and the study of the production 
of tense in heritage speakers of Tigrinya. Tense would be a particularly interesting area of 
research for Tigrinya heritage speakers because heritage speakers are found to have more deficits 
in nonconcatenative processes of morphology (like Semitic tense) but tense is also the most 
robust category of verbal encoding in heritage speakers (Benmamoun et al. 2013). Since these 
two findings seem contradictory for a language like Tigrinya, it would certainly be worth 
exploring. More research into these morphological systems could further confirm, along with my 
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data, or potentially provide evidence against the existing research that heritage speakers have a 
verb bias and, therefore, more resilient verbal systems (Polinsky 2005, Benmamoun et al. 2013). 
The areas in which my results deviate some from the existing literature could provide 
greater insight into heritage grammars with further research as well. First, the discarded deviant 
results on pro-drop from the elicited data can inform how elicitations of pro-drop are conducted 
in the future. If I were to recreate this study, I would try to elicit data from more speakers in 
frames of multiple sentences that better establish a naturalistic discourse context. One approach 
might be to elicit a group of sentences together with the pronouns in question somewhere in the 
middle of the elicitation, such as “My friend John invited his sister Mary shopping today. He hit 
her with a shopping bag by accident, but she forgave him. They said it was still a nice day.” 
Another method might be to write the entire elicitation as a conversation between two or three 
people, like the script of a short skit, and allow the participants some time to read over it and 
prepare before the elicitation. These methods would likely create a more appropriate discourse 
context, causing the speakers to use pro-drop, and could determine the validity of my results 
from the spontaneous speech data. If data like this could be collected and shows similar results to 
the spontaneous speech analyzed in this thesis, the instances of overt pronouns could be further 
analyzed to determine if there are specific areas of pragmatics that become vulnerable before 
others. More information about pro-drop in heritage speakers could help linguists discover the 
exact nature of these limitations in heritage grammars, since they only use relatively few more 
overt pronouns than native speakers.  
Elicitation plans could even be crafted with varying degrees of emphasis and contrast on 
certain pronouns and compared with a complementary comprehension task to evaluate perceived 
emphasis or contrast both in English and Tigrinya. This could help determine any differences in 
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the pragmatics of emphasis and contrast in the two languages and allow for an analysis of 
whether heritage speakers may be transferring their L2 pragmatics into their L1, resulting in 
limitations in pro-drop. And, if this does not show transfer to be a factor, more research on the 
acquisition of pragmatics could be beneficial. 
Second, the results on variability in agreement morphology in Tigrinya merit further 
research. Due to this variability resulting from gender instability in Tigrinya, heritage speaker 
use of unexpected agreement morphology was less common than I expected based on the 
existing literature. Still more interesting, two of the three speakers preserved this variability and 
all three used both masculine and feminine genders for different story characters, which is 
surprising in light of Polinsky’s (2008) finding that Russian heritage speakers collapsed feminine 
and neuter genders without any existing variability between them. If anything, we might expect 
collapse of the genders or the exclusive use of the default gender across the board in Tigrinya 
heritage speakers due to this variability, but none of these speakers lost this contrast between 
masculine and feminine.  
To begin with, future studies with more Tigrinya heritage speakers or analysis of my 
other collected data could be beneficial to determine more about the preservation of this contrast 
and its variability. Because overgeneralization and regularization of variability are common in 
language acquisition (Pinker and Prince 1992), a study comparing the treatment of gender 
instability in heritage speakers of Tigrinya and children learning it as their L1 could inform 
which speakers have this variability and potentially the age at which it is acquired, if there are 
enough child participants. A study of this nature could also consider mismatches in person and 
number in agreement morphology and corresponding determiner use to discover whether this 
gender variability affects the acquisition of agreement in general in L1 or heritage acquisition. 
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Additionally, since variability is often a precursor to language change (Bybee 2015), patterns 
found in the comparison of these kinds of speakers may be able to offer some predictions about 
the fate of this gender contrast in Tigrinya. 
Another likely springboard for future research from my findings is determining the 
factors involved in transfer of word order. A study of the spontaneous speech of more heritage 
speakers of Tigrinya who have spent varied amounts of time in English-dominant societies could 
show if there is a threshold of time spent predominantly using an L2 that leads to this type of 
transfer. A study of this nature could also reveal if VP head direction is often vulnerable in other 
speakers and what other structures may be vulnerable. For instance, future research could look at 
the order of adjectives and nouns (another potential test of the heritage speaker verb bias 
[Polinsky 2005]), relative clauses, and complex predicates in heritage grammars to see what 
other phrase structures, syntactic relationships, and operations are most resilient and most 
vulnerable. Having these types of data on a variety of heritage language word orders might allow 
for more reliable generalizations about syntactic vulnerabilities in heritage speakers. Since word 
order is largely stable and seems to be acquired early, more study of heritage grammar word 
order would also reveal more about what it takes for certain syntactic structures to become 
vulnerable and the role of transfer in this process. In addition, many of the previous findings on 
heritage speaker word order found that speakers developed a preference for one of multiple 
grammatical word orders. Since Tigrinya doesn’t allow alternate word orders, these speakers do 
not have the option of choosing the most English-like word order in their L1 and using it 
exclusively. HS 1 seems to be creating their own similar compromise in their mental grammar, 
but here, transfer is the only option. More studies of heritage speakers of languages without 
alternate word orders could shed more light on this.
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APPENDIX A: ELICITED SPEECH 
APPENDIX A.1 ELICITED SPEECH BY HS 1 
Transcription of 22Jan20_HS1sentences.wav with gloss and translation 
(1) mɨ-ʕɨdam 
 INF-invite 
 “to invite” 
 
(2) tesfaj ʕadim-u-wwo nɨ-danjel 
 Tesfay invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms OBJ-Daniel 
 “Tesfay invited Daniel” 
 
(3) tesfaj ʕadim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay invited him” 
 
(4) nɨ-danjel ʕadim-a-tto 
 OBJ-Daniel invite.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She invited Daniel” 
 
(5) nɨ-uʔu ʕadim-a-tto 
 OBJ-PRO.3ms invite.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She invited him” 
 
(6)  ʔane ʔaj-ʕadəm-ku-wwo-n nɨssu ʕadim-u-nni 
  PRO.1s NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG PRO.3ms invite.GER-S3ms-O1s 





(7) ʔane ʔaj-ʕadəm-ku-wwo-n nɨssa ʕadim-ə-jja 
 PRO.1s NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG PRO.3fs invite.GER-S1s-O3fs 
 “I didn’t invite him, I invited HER” 
 
(7) ʔane ʔaj-ʕadəm-ku-wwo-n nɨ-aʔa ʕadim-ə-jja 
  PRO.1s NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG OBJ-PRO.3fs invite.GER-S1s-O3fs 




 “to hit” 
 
(9) tesfaj nɨ-danjel harim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel hit.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay hit Daniel” 
 
(10) tesfaj harim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay hit.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay hit him” 
 
(11) nɨssa harim-a-tto nɨ-danjel 
 PRO.3fs hit.GER-S3fs-O3ms OBJ-Daniel 
 “She hit Daniel” 
 
(12) nɨssa harim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs hit.GER-S3fs-O3ms 




(13) ʔane ʔaj-harəm-ku-wwo-n nɨssu harim-u-wwo 
  PRO.1s NEG-invite.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG PRO.3ms hit.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
  “I didn’t hit him, HE hit him” 
 
(14) ʔane ʔaj-harəm-ku-wwo-n nɨ-aʔa harim-ə-jja 
 PRO.1s NEG-hit.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG OBJ-PRO.3fs hit.GER-S1s-O3fs 
 “I didn’t hit him, I hit HER” 
 
(14) ʔane ʔaj-harəm-ku-wwo-n nɨssa harim-ə-jja 
 PRO.1s NEG-hit.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG PRO.3ms hit.GER-S1s-O3fs 




 “to call” 
 
(16) tesfaj nɨ-danjel dəwwəl-ə-lu 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel call.PER-S3ms-ApplO3ms 
 “Tesfay called Daniel” 
 
(17) tesfaj dəwwəl-ə-lu 
 Tesfay call.PER-S3ms-ApplO3ms 
 “Tesfay called him” 
 
(18) nɨssa nɨ-danjel dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 




(18) nɨ-danjel dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 OBJ-Daniel call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 
 “She called Daniel” 
 
(19) nɨssa dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 PRO.3fs call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 




 “She called him” 
 
(20) ʔane ʔaj-dəwwəl-ku-lu-n nɨssu dəwwəl-ə-lu 
 PRO.1s NEG-call.PER-S1s-ApplO3ms-NEG PRO.3ms call.PER-S3ms-ApplO3ms 
 “I didn’t call him, HE called him” 
 
(21) ʔane ʔaj-dəwwəl-ku-lu-n nɨssa dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 PRO.1s NEG-call.PER-S1s-ApplO3ms-NEG PRO.3fs call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 




 “to praise” 
 
(23) tesfaj nɨ-danjel ʔamɨsgin-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel praise.GER-S3ms-O3ms 





(24) tesfaj ʔamɨsgin-u-wwo 
 Tesfay praise.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay praised him” 
 
(25) nɨssa nɨ-danjel ʔamɨsgin-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel praise.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She praised Daniel” 
 
(26) nɨssa ʔamɨsgin-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs praise.GER-S3fs-O3ms 




 “She praised him” 
 
(27) ʔane ʔaj-ʔamɨsgən-ku-wwo-n nɨssu ʔamɨsgin-u-wwo 
 PRO.1s NEG-praise.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG PRO.3ms praise.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
  “I didn’t praise him, HE praised him” 
 
(28) ʔane ʔaj-ʔamɨsgən-ku-wwo-n nɨ-aʔa ʔamɨsgin-ə-jja 
 PRO.1s NEG-praise.PER-S1s-O3ms-NEG OBJ-PRO.3fs praise.GER-S1s-O3fs 







APPENDIX A.2 ELICITED SPEECH BY HS 2 
Transcription of 14Feb20_HS2sentences.wav with gloss and translation 
(1) mɨ-ʕɨdam 
 INF-invite 
 “to invite” 
 
(2) tesfaj nɨ-danjel ʕadim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay invited Daniel” 
 
(3) tesfaj nɨ-uʔu ʕadim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-PRO.3ms invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay invited him” 
 
(4) nɨssa nɨ-danjel ʕadim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel invite.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She invited Daniel” 
 
(5) nɨssa nɨ-uʔu ʕadim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-PRO.3ms invite.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She invited him” 
 








 “I didn’t invite him, he came himself.” 
 















 “to hit” 
 
(9) tesfaj nɨ-danjel harim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel hit.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay hit Daniel” 
 
(10) tesfaj harim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay hit.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay hit him” 
 
(11) nɨ-danjel harim-a-tto 
 OBJ-Daniel hit.GER-S3fs-O3ms 




 “She hit him” 
 
(13) ʔane ʔaj-harəm-ku-wwo-n nɨssu ʔɨjju harim-u-wwo 
 PRO.1s NEG-invite.PER-S1s-
O3ms-NEG 
PRO.3ms COP3ms hit.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “I didn’t hit him, HE hit him” 
 
















 “to call” 
 
(16) tesfaj nɨ-danjel dəwwəl-ə-lu 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel call.PER-S3ms-ApplO3ms 
 “Tesfay called Daniel” 
 
(17) tesfaj dəwwəl-ə-lu 
 Tesfay call.PER-S3ms-ApplO3ms 
 “Tesfay called him” 
 
(17) tesfaj nɨ-uʔu dəwwəl-ə-lu 
 Tesfay OBJ-PRO.3ms call.PER-S3ms-ApplO3ms 
 “Tesfay called him” 
 
(18) nɨssa nɨ-danjel dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 
 “She called Daniel” 
 
(19) nɨssa dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 PRO.3fs call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 
 “She called him” 
 
(19) nɨssa nɨ-uʔu dəwwəl-ət-ɨlu 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-PRO.3ms call.PER-S3fs-ApplO3ms 







(20) ʔane ʔaj-dəwwəl-ku-lu-n nɨssu ʔɨjju dəwwəl-ə-lu 




 “I didn’t call him, HE called him” 
 







 “I didn’t call him, I called HER” 
 














 “to praise” 
 
(23) tesfaj nɨ-danjel məgis-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel praise.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay praised Daniel” 
 
(24) tesfaj nɨ-uʔu məgis-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-PRO.3ms praise.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay praised him” 
 
(25) nɨssa nɨ-danjel məgis-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel praise.GER-S3fs-O3ms 




(26) nɨssa məgis-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs praise.GER-SUB.3fs-OBJ.3ms 
 “She praised him” 
 
(26) nɨssa nɨ-uʔu məgis-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-PRO.3ms praise.GER-SUB.3fs-OBJ.3ms 
 “She praised him” 
 







 “I didn’t praise him, HE praised him” 
 









 “I didn’t praise him, I praised HER” 
 





OBJ-PRO.3fs COP3fs praise.GER- 
S1s-O3fs 
 “I didn’t praise him, I praised HER” 
 
APPENDIX A.3 ELICITED SPEECH BY NS 
Transcription of 13Feb20_NSsentences.wav with gloss and translation 
(1) mɨ-ʕɨdam 
 INF-invite 






(2) tesfaj nɨ-danjel ʕadim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay invited Daniel” 
 
(3) tesfaj ʕadim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay invite.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay invited him” 
 
(4) nɨssa nɨ-danjel ʕadim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel invite.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She invited Daniel” 
 
(5) nɨssa ʕadim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs invite.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She invited him” 
 





 “I didn’t invite him, HE invited him” 
 







 “I didn’t invite him, I invited HER” 
 
















 “to hit” 
 
(9) tesfaj nɨ-danjel harim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel hit.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay hit Daniel” 
 
(10) tesfaj harim-u-wwo 
 Tesfay hit.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay hit him” 
 
(11) nɨssa nɨ-danjel harim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel hit.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She hit Daniel” 
 
(12) nɨssa harim-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs hit.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She hit him” 
 





 “I didn’t hit him, HE hit him” 
 













 “to call” 
 
(16) tesfaj nɨ-danjel ts’awiʕ-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel call.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay called Daniel” 
 
(17) tesfaj ts’awiʕ-u-wwo 
 Tesfay call.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
 “Tesfay called him” 
 
(18) nɨssa nɨ-danjel ts’awiʕ-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel call.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She called Daniel” 
 
(19) nɨssa ts’awiʕ-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs call.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She called him” 
 





 “I didn’t call him, HE called him” 
 













 “to praise” 
 
(23) tesfaj nɨ-danjel ʔa-mɨgis-u-wwo 
 Tesfay OBJ-Daniel CAUS-praise.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay praised Daniel” 
 
(24) tesfaj ʔa-mɨgis-u-wwo 
 Tesfay CAUS-praise.GER-SUB.3ms-OBJ.3ms 
 “Tesfay praised him” 
 
(25) nɨssa nɨ-danjel ʔa-mɨgis-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs OBJ-Daniel CAUS-praise.GER-S3fs-O3ms 
 “She praised Daniel” 
 
(26) nɨssa ʔa-mɨgis-a-tto 
 PRO.3fs CAUS-praise.GER-SUB.3fs-OBJ.3ms 
 “She praised him” 
 
(27) ʔane ʔaj-ʔa-magəs-ku-wwo-n nɨssu ʔɨjju ʔa-mɨgis-u-wwo 




 “I didn’t praise him, HE praised him” 
 
(28) ʔane ʔaj-ʔa-magəs-ku-wwo-n nɨ-aʔa ʔɨjja ʔa-mɨgis-ə-jja 











APPENDIX B: SPONTANEOUS SPEECH 
APPENDIX B.1 SPONTANEOUS SPEECH BY HS 1 
Transcription of 22Jan20_HS1spontaneous.wav with gloss and translation 
ħanti dumu sənɨ rɨgɨbit rəʔij-a sənɨ 
one cat filler dove see.GER-S3fs filler 
“A cat sees a dove” 
 
n-ɨt-i rəgəbɨt kɨ-tɨbəlɨʕ-o ʔɨntə bəl-ət kələ 
OBJ-that-ms dove GOAL-eat.IMP.S3fs-O3ms if say.PER-S3fs while 
“While she (the cat) is planning to eat that bird” 
 
ʔaskala ʔaskala ʔa-məts’iʔ-a 
ladder CAUS-come.GER-S3ms 
“She brings the ladder” 
 
mɨxnjatu ʔɨt-a rəgəbɨt ab-laʕɨli ner-u ʔab-t-i naj-ɨt-i gəza 
because that-fs dove up be.GER-S3ms in-that-ms GEN-that-ms house 
“Because the dove was at the top of the house” 
 
ʔaskala ʔaskala ʔa-məts’ʔ-ə ʔab-bɨdəgə 
ladder CAUS-come.PER-S3ms to-outside 
“He brought the ladder outside” 
 
kɨ-tɨħəzəz ʔɨntə bəl-ət xələ 
GOAL-catch.IMP.S3fs if say.PER.S3fs while 
“While planning to catch (the bird)” 
 
ʔɨt-i ʔaskala ʔaskala tə-səbir-u 
that-ms ladder PASS-break.GER-S3ms 




mɨxnɨjatu səb kab-garadʒ-u dʒəmir-u məkkina ħəjz-u 
because person from-garage-POSS.3ms start.GER-S3ms car take.GER-S3ms 
“Because some person started driving the car out of his garage” 
 
ħɨdʒi ʔɨt-a məkkina xəʔa n-ɨt-a ʔaskala ʔaskala dəfiʔ-u-wwa 
now that-fs car also OBJ-that-fs ladder push.GER-S3ms-O3fs 
“Now the car pushed the ladder also” 
 
nɨ-uʔu mis-dəfəʔ-ə-wwo ʔɨt-i dumu wərəd-ə ʔɨjju 
OBJ-PRO.3ms when-push.PER-
S3ms-O3ms 
that-ms cat fall.PERF-S3ms COP3ms 
“When he/it (the car) pushed him/it (the ladder), the cat fell” 
 
ʔɨt-i ʔaddə-ʔa ʔɨt-i səb-at ʔab-məkkina ze-nəbir-u xəʔa 
that-ms mother-
POSS.3fs 
that-ms person-pl in-car REL-be.GER-S3ms also 
 
nab-ɨt-a dumu xajid-u ʔɨntaj kon-ka dɨħan ʔil-u-wwo 
towards-that-fs cat go.GER-S3ms what be.PER-
S2ms 
well say.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
“Her mother, when the people were in the car, went towards the cat and he asked him what 
happened to you” 
 
kəm ʔabəj ʔilu ʔɨt-a rɨgɨbit ʔil-u-wwo 
like where AUX.3ms that-fs dove say.GER-S3ms-O3ms 
“He asked him ‘where is the bird?’” 
 
ʃɨʕɨʕu tɨt’əwwɨj  
while turn around.IMP.S3fs 




ʔɨt-a rəgəbɨt ʔab-məkkina atija hadim-a xəd-a 
that-fs dove in-car inside run.GER-S3fs go.GER-S3fs 
“The bird has run away inside the car” 
 
APPENDIX B.2 SPONTANEOUS SPEECH BY HS 2 
Transcription of 14Feb20_HS2spontaneous.wav with gloss and translation 
ʔɨt-i dumu n-ɨt-a rəgəbɨt kɨ-bəlʕ-a ʔilu 
that-ms cat OBJ-that-fs dove GOAL-eat.IMP.S3ms-O3fs AUX.S3ms 
“The cat was thinking to eat the dove” 
 
bəti-finistra t’ɨk’a ner-a and 
by-window by be.GER-S3fs and 
“It was by the window and” 
 
ʔaskala  geru tət’ək’im-u nɨlaʕɨli nɨ-(ɨ)t-a finistra wəsəd-ə 
ladder with use.GER-S3ms up to-that-fs window take.PER-S3ms 




“I want to say…” 
 
məkkina garadʒ tə-xafitu 
car garage PASS-open.GER-S3ms 
“The garage for the car was opened” 
 
nɨssu xəʔa wərədə ʔɨjju 
PRO.3ms also fall.PERF-S3ms COP3ms 




n-ɨt-a rəgəbɨt xxx sarik’-om-a kid-om 
OBJ-that-fs dove  steal.GER-S3mp-O3fs go.GER-S3mp 
“They stole the dove and they’re gone” 
 
nɨssu xəʔa wərədə ʔɨjju 
PRO.3ms also fall.PER-S3ms COP3ms 
“He also fell” 
 
rɨʔɨs(i)-u ʔaħɨmə dʒamir-u 
head-POSS.3ms pain start.GER-S3ms 
“His head started hurting” 
 
APPENDIX B.3 SPONTANEOUS SPEECH BY NS 
Transcription of 13Feb20_NSspontaneous.wav with gloss and translation 
ʔɨt-i dumu nɨʃte tʃ’əru ʔab-finistra rəʔ(əjə) ʔɨjju 
that-ms cat small bird in-window see.PERF-S3ms COP3ms 
“The cat saw a small bird in a window” 
 






“He thought he could get it so he brought a ladder and went up (the ladder)” 
 
dʒɨnlalim məʔaz dəjəbe zɨxonə səb n-ɨt-a tʃ’əru kab-
finistra 
ʔalgis-u-wwa 





















garage open.GER-S3mp-O3ms and 
“When he was looking, they opened the garage and” 
 
ʔɨt-a finistra ʔɨt-a ʔaskala ʕatsif-a malət ʔɨjju 
that-fs window that-fs ladder fold.GER-S3fs meaning COP3ms 
“The window… The ladder folded (on him). It happened this way.” 
 
ʔɨt-i dumu wərədə ʔɨjju tʃəruru ʔilu 
that-ms cat fall.PERF-S3ms COP3ms dizzy AUX.S3ms 
“The cat fell down, he felt dizzy” 
 
wərədə ʔɨjju xələ xəʔa 
fall.PERF-S3ms COP3ms while also 
“Also while he was on the ground” 
 
ʔɨt-a sabħiti mɨs-kəlbi tə-həlɨfsənəbər-ət raʔij-a-tto garim-u-wwa 




“The woman who was passing by with a dog saw him. It surprised her.” 
 
ʔɨntaj kwijn-u ʔɨntaj kwijn-u ʔil-a 
what happen.GER-S3ms what happen.GER-S3ms say.GER-S3fs 
“She said ‘What happened to him? What happened to him?’” 
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